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ABSTRACT 
A method is developed to calculate the settling speed of dilute 
arrays of spheres for the three cases of: I, a random array of freely 
moving particles; II, a random array of rigidly held particles; and 
III, a cubic array of particles. The basic idea of the technique is to 
give a formal representation for the solution and then manipulate this 
representation in a straightforward manner to obtain the result. For 
infinite arrays of spheres, our results agree wHh the re~ulis previ-
ously found by other aLlthors, and the analysis hPrc app<·ars to be 
s jmpler. This method is able to obtain more tcrn1s in the answer 
than was possible by Saffman 1 s unified treatment for point particles. 
Some results for arbitrary two sphere distributions are presented, 
and an analysis of the wall effect for particles settling in a tube is 
given. It is expected that the method presented here can be general-
ized to solve other types of problems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
When a collection of particles is allowed to settle under the 
action of gravity, it is observed experimentally that the mean settling 
speed of the cloud depends on the concentration of the particles, as 
well as the size, shape, and excess weight of each particle. If the 
dimensions of the cloud are less than the size of the bounding contain-
er (Figure l ), the settling speed increases as more particles are 
added to the cloud; while if the cloud is uniform throughout the con-
tainer (Figure 2 ), the settling speed decreases with increasing particle 
cone entr ation. 
The mechanism for this can be seen by considering the two 
types of interactions between particles. A settling particle causes a 
downward velocity in the neighboring fluid, and, as a consequence, 
any particle in that region will experience an increase in its settling 
speed. For Stokes flow, it is known that this increase is asymptoti-
cally proportional to + where r is the distance from the particle. 
This is a direct particle interaction. 
( 0 0 0 0 0 
-
) 
Figure 1. Non-uniform 
dispersion. 
0 
0 0 0 
0 ~ Q 0 0! 0 0 ~M 
0\c ~ 0 Co ~ o o 
Figure 2. Uniform dispersion. 
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On the other hand, when particles are sedimenting in a closed 
container, the net flux of fluid plus solid must be zero through any 
fixed horizontal surface by conservation of mass, so that the down-
ward flux of each particle and its neighboring fluid is compensated by 
a diffuse return flow that is spread throughout the fluid. This return 
flow is due to the additional pressure gradient in the fluid caused by 
the presence of the particle, and it is an indirect particle interaction. 
It is evident that for points near the particle, the direct inter-
action is dominant. Hence, in order to preserve zero net flow 
through the instantaneous horizontal plane of the particle, this indi-
rect interaction must be dominant for distant points in that plane. 
Thus, for the cloud of small dimension, we expect the di-
rect interactions are dominant, and the speed of the cloud to increase 
as particles are added. However, when the dispersion is uniform 
throughout the container, there is a decrease in settling speed be-
cause there are many more particles far away than near any given 
particle. (This statement will be made rigorous later.) This phe-
nomenon is known as 11 hindered settling. 11 It is necessary that the 
concentration of the dispersion be uniform for this effect; otherwise, 
small regions of high concentration will tend to behave in the san1e 
way relative to regions of low concentration as a small doud behaves 
relative to the surrounding fluid. 
Hindered settling has been observed for particles of all 
-4 
shapes and sjzes, and for a range of Reynolds mtn1berH from 10 to 
10 3 [Richardson and Zaki (1 1)54)]. (The high Reynold::; nttmlwr ex-
periments arc done by fluidization rather than sedimentation. ) The 
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associated theoretical problem is to predict the decrease in settling 
speed as a function of the concentration of particles. This decrease 
will be measured relative to the terminal velocity, "U. 0 , of a single 
particle falling in an unbounded fluid. We assume that the fluid is in-
compressible, and that the particles are eq ui- sized spheres large 
enough not to be affected by Brownian motion. We also assume that 
the Reynolds number is small enough that inertia forces can be ne-
glected, and that the Stokes equation may be used. The dependence 
on the volume concentration, c, , may be complex, so we only look 
at the limit with C... small. As a final assumption, the effect of the 
wall is ignored. 
It is this last assumption that causes mathematical difficulty, 
for now we are considering a uniforn1 dispersion in an infinite fluid, 
with the condition that the average flux through any horiz.ontal Bur-
face is zero, or equivalently, that the mean velocity of the dispcr-
sian (fluid plus solid) is zero at any point. Attempts to sum the di-
rect particle interactions lead to divergent sums, because the fluid 
velocity due to a particle of radius 0.. moving at speed "\!o asymp-
a.. 
totically decays like ~o 7 Similarly, the diffuse return flow 
from a single particle,which was well defined in a bounded container, 
becomes infinitesimal in the unbounded fluid. 
Three different types of methods were developed to cope with 
this problem. The first method is the cell method (Figure 3) where 
it is assun1ed that each sphere is surrounded by a region uf fluid and 
that the effect of the othc'r pat·lides can be repr<~l::l<~ntc~d l>y Bonw 
boundary condition on the t:Jurface of the cell. The Bizc of the cell is 
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usually taken as proportional to the mean interparticle distance, n 
where n is the number of particles per unit volume. A special case 
of this method is obtained when it is assumed the particles are in 
some regular pattern, for instance, a cubic array. 
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Figure 3. The cell model of interactions. 
The second method is to assume the surrounding particles act 
as a porous medium, and so consider the motion of a single particle 
in a porous medium. This was Brinkman's idea ( 194 7 ), and it has 
since been updated by T. S. Lundgren ( 1972 ). 
The third method is to directly llSe statistical analytical 1neth-
ods on the dispersion, and to manipulate the variables in some sys-
tematic manner in order to obtain convergent results. This method 
was used by Burgers ( 1942 ), Pyun and Fixrnan (1964 ), J. 13. Keller 
(unpublished), and Batchelor ( 1972 ). 
However, these three methods of solving the same problem 
gave qualitatively different results. To leading order, they predicted 
lf3 
that the settling speed was hindered by quantities proportional to C 
D1:~-K C. , and c..- respectively. There was disagrepn1ent .in thE~ Jjtera-
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ture as to which theoretical result was correct, and it was not until 
the last few years that this problem was resolved. The correct 
answer for this sedimentation problem is the order c.- result ob-
tained by the third method, and it is now understood that the other 
two methods inherently make incorrect assumptions about the settling 
of freely moving spheres. The assumption made by the cell model is 
that the spheres are widely spaced, and hence there can be no close 
interactions between spheres. This is not true for the slow sedi-
mentation problem. The more subtle assumption made by the porous 
medium model is that the spheres may not move relative to each 
other; this model actually describes the flow past a fixed random ar-
ray of spheres. 
ThuH, the physical sedimentation problcn1 vrcatcd three prob-
lems of mathematical interest, namely, the settling of a randon1 ar-
ray of freely moving spheres, and flow past both a cubic array and a 
random fixed array. The known solutions for these three problen1s 
are 
Random Free Array (statistical model), Batchelor ( 1972) 
Regular (Cubic) Array , Hasimoto ( 1959) 
1KT~ c.,'h + C- + ... ) 
Random Fixed Array (porous medium model), ChildreH s (l t)7l) 
where each result is expressed in the reference franlt~ where the n('t 
velocity of fluid plus solid is zero. In each case, the mean settling 
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velocity, '\.l 1s given in terms of the volume concentration, C... , of 
particles, and the terminal velocity, DrK~ , of a single sphere in an 
unbounded fluid. 
These three results were obtained by different methods, and 
in order to understand how these problems were related to each 
other, it became desirable to have a unified method that would solve 
all three problems. Saffman ( 1973) used a Fourier transform tech-
niq ue to do this and derived the 
'/3 1.7b C in the cubic array and the 
term in the random fixed array, and showed that the lead 
term in the free array was 0 (c..) He pointed out that the random 
fixed array is basically a different problem than the other two be-
cause, in the former case, the drag force on each particle is differ-
ent, whereas the drag force is the same for all the particles in the 
other two cases. Saffman also showed the difference between the 
random free array and the cubic array was kinematical in nature. 
Previously, Batchelor ( 1972) had noted that the difference between a 
cell model and his statistical model was that the cell n1ode1 assumes 
a characteristic length for the problem, namely, 
-D1~ n , that 
should not be there. Lundgren ( 1972 ), using a model for porous in-
terfaces developed by Saffman ( 1971 ), showed why the randorn fixed 
array was more hindered than the random free array. His n1ethod 
is interesting in that it treats a single sphere as surrounded by a 
medium with some average properties, while other workers con::;ider 
the sum of individual sphere interactions. A brief surnmary of his 
method is given in Appendix A. 
-7-
However, the Fourier transform method used by Saffman cannot 
be easily extended to find the order C.. terms in the settling speeds, 
and the major thrust of this thesis is to develop a method that gives 
these order C. (and higher order) terms. This method is described 
in Chapter II. Although we will only use it to solve these settling speed 
problems, it is expected that this method can be extended to solve a 
wide variety of problems. For example, Batchelor ( 1974) has described 
how the statistical model he used for sedimenting spheres can be used 
to find the transport properties of two phase materials with random 
structure. These properties include electrical conductivity, magnetic 
permeability, and shear viscosity, just to name a few. We expect the 
method given in this paper can be used in all these problems. In addi-
tion, this method can solve problems with strong particle interactions, 
as in the random fixed array, that cannot be done by Batvlwlor's ll1<~thodK 
In Chapter III we find the settling velocity of a randon1 frec- ar-
ray of spheres, and OLlr result agrees with Batchelor's I"!'StdL Tht• 
method makes it easy to set up the problem for solution, and it is 
found that Batchelor's concept of the "mean deviatoric stress" in the 
fluid is not needed. Furthermore, we treat all the particles simultane-
ously, and avoid all the arguments of treating N particles and letting 
N-+ oO 
Chapter IV describes the flow past a random fixed array of 
spheres, and our result agrees with that obtained by Childress. The 
method involves truncating a hierarchy of equations wj th the app rox i-
n1ation proposed by Saffrnan, and solving th<~ r<~pttlting itli<~gral equation 
to obtain an i.n1plicit solution anwnahl<~ to iteration. 
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In Chapter V we consider the settling of a cubic lattice of 
spheres. The main difficulty in this problem is summing the resulting 
triple infinite series. A simple method to do this using the mean 
value theorem is given here. We also obtain, for an arbitrary lattice, 
a sufficient condition for the coefficient of the order Ct term to be 
equal to one. While our solution agrees with Hasimoto's solution, the 
relation between the two is not trivial, and this difference is discus sed 
at the end of the chapter. 
Chapter VI gives some results for arbitrary two sphere dis-
tribution functions, and it is shown that simple relations hold between 
the results for different distributions. We also demonstrate that a 
Stlfficient condition for 
1/3 c hindrance in either the free or fixed 
arrays is that no two particles be closer than a distance of order 
- Ya 
n 
In particular, this means that any model where the particles are ar-
ranged in a quasi-regular manner, e. g. a cell model, will exhibit a 
'/3 C reduction in settling speed. It also implies that strong inter-
particle repulsion will have a large effect on the settling speed. 
In Chapter VII we consider the sedimentation of spheres 1n a 
cylinder, and estimate the wall effect on the settling speed in tern1s 
of the motion of a single particle in a tube. The theory predicts that 
the wall should slightly decrease the C.,.. dependence of the n1can 
settling velocity, and an experiment is proposed to test this prediction. 
Finally, Chapter VIII reviews some of the experiments that 
have been done on the concentration dependence of the settling speed, 
and it is concluded that none of the experiments has adequately tested 
the theory. 
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II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
For slow viscous motion in the dispersion, the appropriate 
eg uations of motion are: 
(2. la) 
(2. l b) 
with 
U c. V o<. + n..."' x (r- rol) 
- - - -
01"1 (2. 2) 
Thus, we want to satisfy the no-slip condition on the surface of each 
sphere 0(. with center at r .. and radius GL • We are assun1ing the 
"zero Reynolds number" Stokes equations are valid, which is eguiva-
lent to stating that all significant interactions occur at a distance less 
than some characteristic length, 1 , where 
Here, we will use the reference frame where the 1nean speed 
of the dispersion (fluid plus solid) is zero, although other fran1es of 
reference are also useful, e. g. the frame with the spheres held fixed 
(flow past an array). It is simple to translate results between refer-
ence frames, so we consider only the first reference frame here. For 
the random free array we specify the excess weight of the particles, 
and find the mean speed of the particles. For the random fixed array 
the velocity is given, and we must find the average force per particle. 
For the regLllar array, either approach is n1eaningful. 
Following Saffn1an (1<)73) we r<~placc the partid('s by rnultipole 
distributions of forces at the center of each particle, and suppose that 
-10-
equation (2. 1) holds throughout all space. Then (2. 1 a) becomes, for 
h .th t e 1 component, 
F."" c).$ (r- r"") -1- } 
'J J - - ... (2. 3) 
Here, Greek superscripts refer to particles and the subscripts refer 
to coordinate axes. The summation convention is used for subscripts, 
and the simplified notation 
a.= c. 
is en1ploycd. 
The F 's are detern1ined by satisfying the no-:::dip boundary 
conditions (2. 2 ), and are related to the forces and moments on the par-
ticle; for instance, 
oG 
c:<,. are - ~ and 
the drag on 
~ 
-£ijk Fjk 
particle e<, is given by 
ex. 
Di and torque "" Ti acting on particle 
, respectively. The excess weight of 
(2. 4) 
where Ps and (' are the densities of the sphere and fluid, a.. is 
the particle radius, and ~ is the acceleration due to gravity. 
§ l. Results for a Single Sphere 
For a single spherical particle settling in an unbounded fluid, 
the terminal velocity 1J.o is found by equating the excess weight and 
the drag force, 
et 0(, u F = -D. - b1T a.u oi. i c. 7 (2. 5) 
which implies 
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(2. 6) 
It is known that for a single particle settling without rotation the no-
slip boundary condition is satisfied by choosing 
(2. 7) 
with the corresponding solution valid everywhere outside the particle: 
F: ( 6 .. r. r · ) + F a.;!. ( cf~ · 3 r· ,... 8 " ~ F~ _:...L.. .:JrJ.. -r ~ •1 ;;J;J. - :...J,.;.M.. -- 0 i·o(t ( 2. 8) 
EfTr,P- r r ~ ~41qf- ,..s !"' 5 3 1 
I b(!:) : 
I 41f 
+ 
where r is measured relative to the center of the particle. This 
solution may also be written in terms of the Stokeslet 5 .. (r) defined t.j -
by 
5 .. (r) 
'J -
Then (2. 8) becomes 
_ __l_ ( dji + r;~jF 
81Tf- r r-3 (2. 10) 
F S .. (r) 
J "J -
:L :J... .:tFS +- ~ 'V ... (t-) 3 J 'J - • (2. 11) 
The Stokes let is the Green 1 s function or fundamental solution of the 
equation in the sense that the solution Ui(.t) of 
-12-
-? yl~ui + d' p = ~ J'(t- re(,) 
V'· ~ - 0 
1!- - 0 Q.S lr- t:w;)-+ cC 
is just 
F 5 .. {IKK-r~F 
J 'J - - . 
When a finite number of particles are settling in an unbounded 
fluid, the velocity of each particle can be found by superposing the 
single particle solutions, using Faxen 1 s laws, and adjusting the F 1 s 
in order to satisfy the boundary conditions. This procedure will be 
illustrated by considering the settling of two particles in an unbound-
ed fluid, and it will be done in some detail because it is the basis of 
the method for infinite dispersions. 
§2. The Settling of Two Distant Spheres; Faxen 1 s Law 
It is desired to find the terminal settling speeds of two identi-
cal spheres with centers instantaneously located at !_ 1 and KfK:~KK 
(where I g~ -J, \ ~KOMKK so the spheres do not intersect). We know 
that each particle has the same excess weight , and that the 
equations of motion are 
-.?- v~ur: + a, p = L {~ J'(r--gh> -t- ~/Ddj a(t -lh) + ... } 
11::: 1F~ 
V"·'H- == 0. 
¥-9 0 o.t oO 
(2. 12) 
If the particles are far apart, a good first approximation to 
the particle velocities V,, vK~ is that each moves as if it were set-
tling alone in an unbounded fluid. Thus, we take 
We assume that 
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v, == llo + 'f.,' 
'{J. ~ 1Jo + v~ 
and v' -~ are small relative to 
(2. 13) 
\!() , so the 
first approximation to the f 1 s is given by the single particle solu-
tion 
{ 
n CS.P. Fh' F.k = I:·•· + .. k • n= 1 ~ 
'J 'J" 'J J ) 
other F 1 s small (except the lead term 
o.nd 
(2. 14) 
since then we have 
To proceed further, we need to know how well the bolmdary cond i-
tions are satisfied -- in particular, we need to approximate the 
movement of each sphere. 
Suppose that a fluid has velocity ~E~F in the presence of 
some boundaries, and then a rigid sphere replaces a spherical n1ass 
of fluid with center l!o The presence of this sphere will cause 
adjustments in the entire flow field. Fax en 1 s laws state that if the 
other boundary conditions are disregarded for the mon1ent, the 
translation Y. and rotation £1 of the sphere are given by: 
(!.. 15a) 
(!.. l5b) 
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where F is the force and T is the torque exerted by the sphere on 
the fluid [Happel and Brenner (1965)]. This assumes the new flow 
field with the sphere present will be the sum of lbE~F and the velocity 
field created by the sphere in the absence of other boundaries. In re-
ality, this sum will not satisfy the other boundary conditions, but, if 
the resulting error on the other boundaries is small, Faxen 1 s laws 
give a good approximation to the action motion of the sphere. 
In the case we are considering, where gravity is the sole ex-
ternal force, there is no torque exerted by the sphere, and the body 
force is simply its excess weight. Hence, T :::. Q , E -= 61T<>-fl ~M 
and Faxen 1 s laws become 
However, there is a more natural way to interpret Faxen 1 s 
laws when one considers only the multipole forces exerted on a fluid. 
Suppose the exact solution for the fluid velocity 't! E~F in the presence 
of a number of spheres is known, where all the boundary conditions 
are solved exactly. Then in the neighborhood of one particular sphere 
(which is represented by a multipole series), the velocity field 
has a singular part from the sphere 1 s multi pole representation, and a 
regular part, y EK~F , from the contributions to W (X) 
- -
fron1 the 
n1ultipole representations of the other spheres. We now interpret 
Faxen 1 s law with the regular part of the local velocity field~E~:F re-
-IS-
placing ~E~F in the above equations (2. 16a), (2. 16b). Then, .£y 
definition, in the presence of the sphere, all the boundary conditions 
are satisfied exactly. Thus, Faxen' s law gives the exact translational 
and rotational velocities of a sphere in terms of the regular part of 
the velocity field near the sphere. 
Now apply Faxen' s law to the two sphere problems. Consider 
sphere 1 first. The approximate velocity field 1!(!:) that has been 
computed so far is the sum of the two single parbcle sollttions: 
v.,Ct) =L { Fj S,j(!'-g.,) + r=;,s: d1dmSij (t-Jn)} 
h-= fg~ 
The regular part of the velocity field near !, , the center of sphere 
1 , is defined as: 
tl· ( r-) - { F s .. ( ... -"I) + F ,\). s .. ( '"'-1.) + J ( 2 1 7 ) 
t - J C.J - - JA A ':J - - ' • ' ) . 
which, in this case, is 
The J, as argument of v. 
' 
means we have eliminated the singular 
part of the flow from the sphere at g, . Using Faxen' s laws (2. 16 ), 
the motion of sphere 1 is given by: 
r 
In order to simplify the algebra, we note that for 0. 
(2. 18) 
large, 
-16-
while 
so that if the particle centers are far apart we need only consider, to 
leading order 1n 
This is commonly called the point particle approximation for the 
sphere at !;z, The point particle approximation is the leading 
term in the asymptotic development for small. Using this 
approximation in (2. 18) then gives 
Thus, on the surface of sphere 1, lt-!,J = 0.. , we want the fluid 
velocity to satisfy the no- slip condition, 
and we choose the higher multipoles of sphere 1 to satisfy this con-
clition. The general method for doing this is well known [Lamb 
( 1932)], namely, expand the sphere 1 s velocity and the fluid velocity 
in spherical harmonics about g, , and choose the F 's to n1atch 
the harmonic components of the sphere's velocity. Then the known 
F 's on sphere 1 are used to cornpute the regular part of the velocity 
near g~ , and the method proceeds iteratively. 
When the spheres are close together, convergenu~ of this 
method is slow, and other methods are better. Goldman, Cox, and 
-17-
Brenner ( 1966 ), and Stimson and Jefferey ( 192 6) used bipolar coordi-
nates to find the motion of two neighboring spheres. In particular, 
the first paper gives numerical results for the translation and rota-
tion of two spheres in Stokes flow as a function of the relative sepa-
ration and orientation of the sphere centers. It is found that the 
relative position of the spheres remains the same for two spheres 1n 
Stokes flow. When more than two spheres are present, there is un-
steady relative motion among the spheres [Happel and Brenner 
( 1965 )] , and this makes the theoretical problem much rnore difficLtlt. 
The usual approach is to assume the spheres are far apart (so that 
the effect of multi-particle interactions is small) and to approxin1atc 
the motion of each particle by its single particle motion plus the SLtn1 
of its two particle interactions. This is the approxin1ation Batchelor 
( 1972) used, and we will use, to find the mean settling velocity of the 
random free array. 
Thus, it is straightforward in principle to solve for the set-
tling velocity of finite number of spheres. The single particle so-
lutions are superposed, and the higher multipole coefficients for 
each sphere are found by satisfying the boundary conditions. If the ve-
I 
locity field created by a single particle decayed as fast as r3-4-«: 
the problem for an infinite number of spheres could be solved in the 
same manner. However, the Stokes velocity field only decays as 
fast as thus, directly superposing the Stokes solution in the 
infinite array case leads to a divergent sum. The mc~thod that will 
be used for the infinite array i1::1 a direct extcns ion of th<~ l::loJution 
for a finite number of spheres. The single particle solution:-; will be 
-18-
superposed, and then a homogeneous solution of the equation (2. 1) 
will be added to make the result convergent. 
§ 3. The Settling of an Infinite Number of Particles 
Consider first the point particle problem: 
I (2.19a) 'V· 'U. - (2.19b) 
{ 
U. :::= 0 where =u_-: L ) ( 
-p =0 
is average of 'l.li(!:') over all spaceJ 
(2. 20) 
We represent the solution in the following form: 
(2.Zla) 
(2. 2lb) 
where 
n = number of particles per unit volume, 
V = entire region accessible to the sphere centers. 
Neither the sums nor integrals converge, bllt the difference between 
a sum and its corresponding integral does converge. 
Note this formal solution is the direct sum of the individual 
point particle solutions, and a solution of the homogeneous form of 
(2. 19 ). It still must be demonstrated that this solution satisfies the 
r_ .... .... } boundary conditions (2. 20). Consider the pointB l' fixed. To 
compute , we want to average 1.A.i (t) over all pointB 
-19-
This means we are averaging over every possible position relative to 
each fixed point Since there are n particles per unit vol-
ume, this implies 
~ F 5 .. ( r-r ..... ) L J "J--
so that 
nj Fc. .. (r--s)ds 
...r J,J - - -v 
-The same result is true for the mean pressure p(t) The above 
form (2. 21) of the solution for the point particle problem was first 
used by J. B. Keller (unpublished). 
In our method of solution, we need only an expression for 'U.,:(!::) 
to solve the problem, and so the equation for the pressure (2. 2lb) 
will be ignored for the remainder of the paper. 
The solution for the velocity (2. 2 1 a) may be interpreted in 
another way using S affman' s ( 1973) paper. He Fourier transforms 
the equations (2. 19) and applies the boundary condition "Uc:-== 0 by 
saying that {l, ( ~F , the Fourier transform of u,(!:) , has no part 
proportional to S ( ~F This assures the mean velocity of the dis-
persion is zero. The equation he obtains for ~iE~F (egLlation (2. 20) 
of his paper) is essentially the Fourier transform of the solution 
(2. 2la) presented here. Unfortunately, while this transform method 
works well for the point particle problem, it cannot easily be extended 
to the complete multipole problem. 
Consider now the complete problem: 
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- )J- \7;\.t.i. + d' p =- ~ { fj • $ ( r- r""') + f:7';>j ~Er- r~F + ... } 
V'·¥- 0 
-u, <.t) - 0) (2. 22) 
where the superscripts C(.. are a reminder that different spheres will 
in general have different multipole representations. As before, the 
solution for u,(.t) is written as: 
"IJ.. (1") 
' -
ot s-
- ' F. S .. Er--r~F - n F S .. (r-s)Js 
-:z J 'J-- yJ Cj---
+'" t=::' a. s .. ( r-- r-"'J - n S FJ ... d1S .. < ,.._ ~F ol-s ~ J.&. ,. 'J - - v ... ~ - - -
+ 
. . . 
where the over bar indicates an average over all particles. Once again, 
averaging over r shows 'U; = 0 . The regular part of the velocity 
field in the neighborhood of a sphere center is now easily found by sub-
tracting the singular terms from "U.c, (t) at that point; e. g. near 
t - t~ we have 
or, in the form of (2. 23), 
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vi (r. j (3) - ~~ ~~RK:/r-r--F - n Jv ~RM <t-~Fd~ 
+ r ~;gIRIjE~-r~l - n J}:;. J, 5\j(t-§) d§ 
~f ol. J-+ L c~-dKd s .. (r-r .. )- n Fl J.J s .. (r-s)d'5 
oc J-"•" ~ WI C..J - - J ,.,.. .. m ~ - - _ 
\1 
(2.24) 
+ ... 
where n1c an::; oc = (3 ts excluded from the sun1. ln order to 
proceed further, the detailed specifications of the problem n1ust be 
known. In the following chapters, the forms (2. 23) and (2. 24) will be 
used to find the settling speeds of an infinite random array of freely 
moving particles, an infinite random array of rigidly fixed particles, 
an infinite cubic array, and a random array of freely moving particles 
in a tube. 
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III. SEDIMENTATION OF FREELY MOVING SPHERES 
In this chapter we consider the sedimentation of a dilute in-
finite dispersion of identical spheres where the translation and rota-
tion of each sphere is determined by the local fluid velocity. The 
mean settling velocity of the spheres is found to be 
< V) :: U { 1- b.S 5 G -t- o(c)) 
- -0 ) 
c ~ volume concentration 
of spheres 
which agrees with Batchelor 1 s (1972) result. His method, and methods 
used by other authors, will be briefly summarized at the end of this 
section. 
ot 
We are given that the drag force -F on each particle is the (. 
same, and that the positions of the particle centers r"' are randon1 
variables homogeneously distributed throughout an infinite domain. 
Thus, the equations of motion (2. 22) become 
-p. V':l.-u.L ~ Ji.p _ ~ { f: Scr--!:CI(.) + c;jlfKcFjpE~-ro<KF + 
sD·~ -= 0 
U.· -= 0 
' 
J 
(3. l) 
We wish to find the mean settling speed of the spheres. This means 
that the speed of each sphere would need to be obtained and then the 
average speed of the spheres computed. Instead, we will look at en-
semble averages of the positions of the surrounding spheres relative 
to a given sphere. It is assumed these two averages are equal, using 
the idea that any single realization of the dispersion contains each 
possible configuration relative to some sphere in the dit-~pert-~ionK 
Ensen1ble averages are denoted by the angle brackelH ( ... ) 
Two types of averages will be used; the unconditional average at a 
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point, and the conditional average given these 1s a particle at a point 
r (3 The latter ensemble average will have a subscript (3 . For 
example, let f'Ct) be a function defined on every particle. Then 
< L: f(r:.fl(.) > = jfDE~> pE~F d~ 
"'- v 
where rc~F is the probability density of the location of particle 
centers. For the unconditional average, we take pc~F= h , where n 
is the (uniform) number density of particles. Hence, 
( ). 2) 
Similarly, for the conditional average we define 
( L f(r"') )A ='= J fE~F ~_E~F o{~ 
o(.. ,- v 
( 3. 3) 
and choose the probability density 9- (§) to have the form: 
as I§- t" 1-+ o0 . For example, if we do not 
want the other spheres to intersect the sphere at rP. 
choice for dE~-t~F is: 
Then we have 
\§-tfll< ~MKK 
1~-rfii~:gK~ 
E~ 1fEt:flEKF>~- ng-fE§Fd~ 
1!-tpl ~~nK 
, a logical 
( 3. 5) 
The above choice of G is the one we will use for the conditional en-
semble averages unless otherwise stated. It is a reasonable choice 
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provided there are no repulsive forces between particles. If -f'(t) 
does not decay fast enough as _r-oo , the above integrals are di-
vergent. Nevertheless, they will be used in a meaningful way in the 
formal representation of the solution. 
The velocity of a sphere {chosen to be at the origin) in a par-
tic ular realization of the dispersion is given by Faxen' s law (2. 16a) as: 
Upon taking the conditional ensemble average, we have 
( 3. 6) 
where the notation 
is employed, and we have used the identity 
which is true because is a smooth function of I" near 
r = Q. 
The value of is now obtained by taking an 
ensemble average of (2. 24), but first we note that 
I OC I of. 
< ~ F. J,5 .. (r-r"')) = <L < F1 ) d,S .. (r-r-"')) ~ J.5 JL 'J - - 0 0<. j 0 "' '-J - - 0 ( 3. 7) 
since for any fixed rae. the surrounding particles take all possible 
configurations relative to tC!I. while they take all possible configura-
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tions relative to Q . From (2. 24) and (3. 7) we now obtain: 
= <~D F.S .. Er-r~~tKFF - n ( FS .. (r-s)d-s 
"" J ~ - - 0 J J 'J - - -
+ < ~D< fj.t:> ~KKEcFmpi/!:-D:«KFFM - n f Fj1,. d.tdWl RI:/!>~FoE~ 
+ 
Using the definition (3. 5) of ensemble averages we have 
so that 
< ~~ F S .. (r-rot)) = nf FS:J·(r-s)d'5 ~ J ~g - - 0 J • - - -
~~~~~nKKK 
The last integral is convergent and has the value (valid for It: fD~ 
( 3. 9) 
Similarly, for the next two terms of (3. 8) we have 
= <?D[<~;~ -<~1>za~p~/r-r: .. )>o - n S < fj.t> cF1 R~Er-~Fd~ 
l~l<!laK 
( ~K l 0) 
where we have used the fact that ( fj1 > = ~·Kt The last inte-
gral of (3. 10) represents the net effect of the average Stokeslct dcriva-
tives surrounding the sphere at 0 , and hence its value is related to 
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the derivative of (3. 9). In particular, we have 
J d, S .. (r-s)d.s = JL. C.J - - -
l~l<~oKK 
d..e J st-j c r- ~F ol~ 
1~y<K:lKoKK 
with similar relations true for the integrals of higher derivatives of 
the Stokeslets. The above steps simplify (3. 8) to read 
<v.(r-,·0)) = -n( F + < c~K>~I + )Js .. (r--5)ol"3 t - - 0 J J _,_ • . . 'J - - -
1~1<~ .. 
( 3. 11) 
+ 
and to proceed further an estimate is needed for the ensemble aver-
ages of the F's. 
Since the dispersion is assumed to be dilute, the first approx-
imation to each of the unconditional averages is evi.dently the singl<~ 
particle value. In the first part of (3. 11), this assun1ption is eqt1iva-
lent to F ' Fs.P. < 1."- 'J. JWI J'M , since (3. 9) shows the coefficients of 
the other unknown ensemble averages are zero when r = 0 
This approximation has a maximum error of o(c) since F 'S.P. jKh~· 
gives an order e term itself, and the average correction to it 
from the non-zero second derivative of the regular part of the ve-
locity field is of smaller order. 
The other terms of (3. 11) are approximated by relating the 
differences in ensemble averages to two parbcle and Hingle particle 
forces. ln particular, fot· Pctch r-«. , iiH· appr"xirnationH 
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< ~KtE!:lEg>o- <~1> -= cgKiqK~EtlE>- fJ.rp 
< F ( •) > < F "> = FT.P. ( rec) - F sK~ jlm t 0 - jlrrt JiM - JlM ( 3. 12) 
are used, where the superscript T. P. denotes the two particle value 
for two spheres in relative position r-• in an unbounded fluid, and 
S. P. denotes the value for a single particle in an unbounded fluid. 
This approximation ignores the effects of many-particle interactions. 
This neglected contribution is estimated below. 
Consider a finite sphere, ~ , surrounded by point particles. 
In any realization, the multipole coefficients of OC- can be written in 
the form, e. g. for -F.J. J M 
where is the change in 
II(, 
F..L 
" ""' 
from the point particle at r 1 
(The point particle approximation for the particles l' gives the lead-
ing contribution of the stress changes on ex. from the other finite 
particles at ! Y . ) Taking the ensemble average gives: 
F "" > -=- Fs.P. ( jlm "" jlrt~ (3. 13) 
Now suppose there is a (point) particle at f3 . Then 
- FS.P. + F-P + ,, Foc,l 
- j..tm J.em L J.tm . 
r:;~ 
Taking the ensemble average with both ot and f3 fixed gives 
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( 3. 14) 
Combining (3. 13) and (3. 14) gives: 
<f oe.) -<F."'')= (Focfl) + ("''r:-«Y') (...:'F«'Y) J·J..,. a<,ll J'lm oc: jlm o<1 A L IJ ''I"' A - ~ ·.1 ,- ,- Yl(3 ... ,,. y J fill w. (3. 15) 
But the only difference between the last two ensemble averages in 
I oc:Y 
(3. 15) is that ( Z, FJ'Jw. )«,. excludes the possibility of a particle 
'( ~[P ,,. 
in a sphere about tJ' This happens with probability 8 c , and 
F «- r- 01. (3 the effect of a particle in that sphere on j.LM is nearly "'jim 
Hence, 
(3. 16) 
By definition, F ,..P. ( oc: ") j.lWt ~ - t , and so the 
approximation (3. 12) is correct to order c-
With the above approximations for the ensemble averages, 
equation (3. ll) becomes: 
<v,f.t)Q))0 ~ -r.(Fj + ~DlKcjgKtm~KralDvlFgsqc!KD-~Fd~ 
f~f<~nK 
+ n S ( Fj;'\"!)- ~mKF d..t s'-j c~-~F ot~ 
1~1::::~E1KK 
-t- h f ( cj;!·c~F - fj~;F ~g!am s~/~-IFoE~ + ... 
~~~~~MK 
(3. 17) 
From the two particle problem, F 1".P. f:~Km ...!.. J.t Ct) - il . ,..J S,., as 1~1-K flO , 
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so that the second integral above is convergent. Similarly, it is found 
that the other integrals in (3. 17) are convergent, and < \li(!:.";Q))
0 
can now be evaluated. In partie ular, the value of ( I+ ~1 V-a.) < v, (Q j Q) )
0 
0 
is desired in order to compute < 'lc )0 from Faxen's law (3. 6). The 
first term on the right hand side of (3. 17) is simple to compute using 
(3. 9 ), with the result 
-h( Fj + ~~ ~yTO-Fj pIgCKt-~Fol~ 
1~1< ~nIK (3. 18) 
= Fc. [- 1.!.. c + 1:. lfa.n r~ -.a 1Tatt r::'"] ( 1'\o su.m on i) 
b 1q;t~ ~ s 5' ' • 
Then operating on (3. 18) with (I -f. Q..\;;72-) and evaluating at r = Q 
' gives 
[( 1 + 4 ,_V 2 ) -!L (-!! e -+ ~ lqnKnr~- ~lr~nrK:D-Fz b 6'l'rJtO. :t (. !:'• Q 
(3. P)) 
= ~E-RcKF-=-RclkI .. D~~ ~ 
To cmnplete the solui.ion of the problen1, only the value at 
[: ::: Q of 
(' + ~ v'-){ h J[ ( cj~DC!l - fj~·F •Ag£~ -~l + ... J o!~ } 
1!1~4 
(3. 20) 
is needed. This can be found in terms of the numerical results for the 
motion of two finite spheres using a method devised by Batchelor (1972 ). 
His argument is presented below in our notation. 
Consider two settling spheres with centers instantaneously at Q 
and ~ The velocity of th<~ spher<> at 0 is given by !<Dax<~n 1 e law 
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s"qKmKE~F -= u [ { o.:i. ~F )] (. oi. + I + ~ "\1 v, ( !' ; Q r = Q 
Upon representing v· C"· o) t ->- in terms of the multipole expansion of 
the sphere at § , we have 
Now suppose there were no sphere at Q , but the sphere at ~ re-
mained. Then the fluid velocity at Q is calculated from the single 
particle solution for a sphere with center at ~ , namely 
Using the relation f. s.P. o.,. F C' '1. = -6 . OJl 
" "" J "" 
this can be rewritten 
1!~ (Q) (3. 22) 
Now take the difference of (3. 21) and (3. 22 ). This yields 
I. P. "' i\ [( 2. ~fi T.P. ~KmK ] F~1 y1E§F-DlgKK-Ef+~sjlttlF= I+ a., \/2. tigItC~F-fIgKfKK dtSi.<(r-s) + ..• ~ (3. 23) 
L r. - V - ~=n 
The left hand side of (3. 2 3) is known; 'V 1'.P. . E~F 
' -
is known numerically 
from the two particle analysis of Goldman, Cox, and Brenner (1966 ), 
and 'Uo. 
.. 
are known from theory. Upon integrating (3.23) 
over all space, the right hand side of (3. 23) becomes (3. 20), and the 
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left hand side was computed by Batchelor to be 
n f ( "DqKIK~F -Uo,- (I+ f s~rr:E~~ ol~ = - 1.5 5 c llo, . (3. 24) 
1~1 ~KK1AK 
Finally, substituting the results (3. 19) and (3. 24) into Faxen 1 s law (3.6) 
we have, as the final answer, 
(3. 25) 
in the reference frame where the mean velocity of the dispersion is 
zero. In summary, the essential features of the method of solution 
were to specify the particle distribution in some way, use the repre-
sentation (2. 24) for the regular part of the velocity field, and apply 
Faxen 1 s law (3. 6). In this particular problem, the bulk of the analysis 
was relating the dispersion problem to the two sphere problem. The 
methods used by other authors are briefly summarized below. 
Batchelor ( 1972) overcomes the difficulty of the diver gent in-
tegrals by choosing quantities that have the same long range depend-
ence as the variables he wants to calculate, and considers only the 
difference between them. He finds < v, (QjQ))0 essentially by consid-
where he knows < 'l.lc.(Q) > = 0 This 
amounts to considering the difference of the ensemble averages of 
by considering 
the mean deviatoric stress in the dispersion instead of merely com-
puting V:t< Vi.(Q;Q))
0 
as was done here. His concluding two particle 
analysis is the one used above. 
Pyun and Fixman ( 1964) expand the sphere velocity V5 and 
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fluid velocity vi' in terms of powers of the small number density n . 
They keep only the leading term in n giving: 
and 
where 
vs -= v'5 (I) + h J [v-s ( 1,:t) - V-s ( 1)] atr + ... 
l.tl?: ~nKK 
vf = v.r(l) + h f [vf(I,:Z}- v,( I)] o(r + 
l~l"?;aKK 
is the average fluid velocity, Vs ( 1) is the ve-
locity of a single sphere, v5 (;t,l) is the velocity of sphere l in the 
presence of a second sphere 2 , etc. Neither of the above integrals 
is convergent, but only the difference s~- Vf is considered. Then, 
Vs-Vf-=- v5 (1) + tt[- jvf(t,:t.)ott: + f[vs(I>J..)-v,(l)-vf(l>ct)]o(r} 
0\,l!l<"o. lti~~nK 
The second integral above is identically (3. 24) of our :-:;olution. The 
first integral is (3. 18) evaluated at t= Q . They did not ll::le F'axen's 
law for the velocity of the sphere, and consequently did not find the 
+ ~ c.'!J0 contribution that is obtained from operating on (3. 18) with 
( 1 + ~DgKn:tKF to give (3. 19 ). An unusual feature of their solution is 
the analysis of a case where the spheres may intersect and together 
move as a rigid body, which they used as a model of a polymer solu-
tion. 
Finally, J. B. Keller (unpublished) considered the correspond-
ing point particle problen1, and using a sin1ilar analy::!iH to the one 
presented here, arrived at the leading term of ('3. <)), 1. E~KI a hindrance 
of - 6c "!Jo . Of course, since the finite nize of the spheren iH an 
order C effect, the point particle problem cannot give the correct 
answer to order C. 
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IV. VISCOUS FLOW PAST A RANDOM FIXED ARRAY 
In this example, it is assumed that the locations of particle 
centers ,..• are random variables, and the particles are held rigidly, 
i. e. , they may not translate or rotate. We wish to find the expected 
force acting on a sphere in terms of the mean fluid velocity in the ar-
ray. The problem will be solved in the reference frame where the 
mean velocity of the fluid plus solid is zero, and the result will be re-
lated to the solution when the particles are held fixed. It is ass umcd 
that the particles are identical spheres and that the volume concentra-
tion of particles, C., , is small. Only the point particle approximation 
will be considered, but it is used here in the sense of a leading order 
approximation to the complete problem. This means that the ensem-
ble average (3. 5) will be used here since, for the finite sphere prob-
lem, we want to exclude intersections of spheres. In the "strict" 
point particle problem, however, the particles are points and no such 
exclusion is necessary. 
The physical difference between this example and the settling 
of free spheres (Chapter III) is that here the spheres are subjected to 
random forces dependent on the statistics of the array, while the free 
spheres were all subjected to the same drag force Q The former 
effect is often called "shielding" since the drag force on a given 
sphere is reduced if another sphere is nearby. 
Childress (1972) solved this problem to order e. with an 
analysis based on partial summation of the formal power serieH in 
for finite distributions. His result was 
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F == ( I + ~ C. Df~ + 1:: C lo~ C.) fo -;- C. ("I· fo) + 
where fo -== 61Til.)A-'Y.o and r lS expressed in terms of the forces 
in a two sphere Stokes flow. This result to order C is for the case 
when the conditional ensemble average (3. 5) is used. Saffman (1973) 
obtained the same C V.:t term as Childress, but did not proceed any 
further. The solution presented here obtains the c lo~ e- term using 
the solution (2. 24), and directly derives the truncations proposed by 
Saffman. The effects of the two sphere distribution function in the 
array will be mentioned here and more fully discussed in Chapter VI. 
Using the point particle approximation, the velocity (2. 2 3) can 
be written 
= L FO(.S,. (r-r«) - n f< F > s .. (r--s) ch 
0(. J <-J - - J '"J - - - ( 4. 1) 
where 
(4. 2) 
Similarly, the regular part of the velocity field in the neighborhood of 
r-# is given by (2. 24) as: 
(4. 3) 
As was done in the free array, it is assumed that the cnscn1ble aver-
age about r-~ equals the array average for any realization of the 
array. Then, taking the conditional ensemble average of (4. 3) yields 
< v,cr:jf3)>p = < f' < FjDt>19 sI/t-r"D>>~ - hf< ~ >p~C!:-~Fg~ ( 4. 4) 
To obtain an expression for < Fj"'>,s , we use the point particle ver-
sian of Faxen' s law (2. !Sa) found by setting 0.. = 0 J i.e.; 
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- v~ 
J 
(4. 5) 
C¥. 
The velocity ~ is the same for each particle «.. 1n this problem. 
Consequently, the superscript on v.O(, J will be dropped. Taking the 
conditional ensemble average of (4. 5) yields 
< v. ( r-O(J. o<.) > ::::; v. J - (i J 
Q( 
Equation (4. 6) relates ( Fj )f3 to 
(4. 6) 
An expression 
for the latter is now obtained by averaging (4. 3) {and renaming the 
subscripts and superscripts) with the result: 
The double subscript «>P means both ~ and f3 are fixed in this 
conditional ensemble average. The presence of the term '( fky )o<./J in 
(4. 7) indicates a developing hierarchy of equations -- in order to find 
the one particle conditional average < fJO(>I' , the two particle con-
o( 
ditional average ( ~ >~K~ is needed. It is convenient to truncate the 
hierarchy with an approximation for the ensemble aver age velocities 
rather than the forces. 
Consider the difference between <~ ( !:o()C('.) )(3 and 
< '"(.(jCt"')>l' , where, in the second average, the probability that a 
sphere center is within ;{~ of ,.« is order C When toe. is far 
from r-1' , the presence or absence of the particle at r-1' makes 
little difference, so asymptotically as f!:~- _rl'l-4 ~ 
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with an order C error. When r:• is near rf3 , the difference 
between the averages (which occurs because the presence of the par-
ticle at .!:" shields the nearby particles) remains bounded. Thus, 
the indicated truncation is: 
(4. 8) 
Using this truncation, an equation for < 1.tt.(!') >IS can be 
obtained. First, (4. 1) is averaged with (:d fixed, which gives 
< u;. (,t:) >~-:::: < Fj >p;K/!>!:~F + < ~D< fjec>f3 Sc./!- ret>>,., - n [< ~ > RI;/!>~Fct~ . 
Then using (4. 8) and (4. 6 ), the unknowns < ~ O(>fi 
in terms of < 1A}!:"")>I' as 
<F«> -= <F> -S1fKuK~<-ujCt"DF>A· Jf3 J I ,-
can be cxpresspd 
(4. ()a) 
When this approximation for < ~lE>IKs is substituted into the above 
(4. C)b) 
- b~oKK < ~D<uiEracFF~pI/!-t"Dl~ - n J< fj >plr-~Fg~ . 
Finally, using (3. 5), the ensemble averages are rcplau~d by integrals. 
This gives the following integral equation for <: 1.\i.(!::) >f.J 
< 1tiCr)>t9 = < ~ > p•/r-r~F- nj ~>p~Er-lFoE~ - c;~llttf<ul~>~p~cr-IFct~ > ( 4 .l0a) 
ll-r"l< ~caKK f~-r"l~ ~ctK 
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which can be rewritten as 
< ul(r))t'J == Fj Si/r-rfi) - 61f;«o.n g<DlKl/~F">fgKp;jE!:-~FoE~ 
- n J ~ si/!>~F o(! + 61T_)Aal1 g<tti~F >p sI/!>~Fol§ ) (4.10b) 
f~- t~l< .<a.. 1~-r"l < !l~ 
where ~ : < Fj > 
The integral equation (4. lOb) has a displacement kernel and is 
straightforward to solve using Fourier transforms. Define 
f Jh i.k·r-(t)= fE~Fe- -oE~K ( 4. 1 1 ) 
Then the transform of (4. 10) is: 
where 
( 4. 13) 
It is convenient to define 
1:> ( k) J.. - kc: kl 
I i.j _ -:: C..J k"' (4. 14) 
Then using the equation of continuity in the form ~/~}<KC/~FD>/i =<~cKE~>"F 
equation (4. 12) can be written 
'lfa.n J F: f.. -i. k·rl' <rg~l>f9[1+~ ==~~e --
"R fi ] ·ki (4. IS) 
+ ~~ ki J[-nlj + fIlq/D~n<lKt/~F>19 e-1._· cA~ . 
I !-r"l < J.a.. 
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When the radius a.= 0, this reduces to Saffman's equation [his 
(5. 15)]. Remembering that the value of <vI·<!:~Dj{PF>/P is needed 
to applyFaxen's law, the substitution 
( 4. 16) 
is made on the left hand side of (4. 15 ). (Equation (4. 16) is merely 
the transform of the definition of 'V,: .) Then solving (4.15) for 
where 
The desired answer < vi.(!:jfol>(J is now found by transforming (4.17 ). 
In terms of r- 1 ::::. r-- rfj , the result is 
--- -
where 
and 
+ 1 [ -11~ -+gi:AOK<1A/~F>jPz Cq Cr:--~FoE~ 
1KK~-t"l < ~nK 
A ( Ar) = x~~DP [I+ ~ A~IKK:aK- eAt-( 1-+ At" ... IKK~IKK-z .. )] 
B ('\ ) - _2_ [1- ...!.._A2."".,_- e-").r( I+ Ar + 'f>.'2.r'\.)] Ar = FK~r- -a t; 
(4.1Ha) 
(4.18b) 
C .. (r) L.j -
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(4.18c) 
This solution has the required generality to be used as the first ap-
proximation to the fixed array problem with finite particle size. 
Note the integral in (4. 18) gives the effect of the finite radius, and the 
dependence on !:.' is needed to apply the complete Faxen's law (2.15a). 
Actually, the answer for vi. is given only implicitly because the un-
known < lt}"!) >/3 is on the right hand side. However, < '\c.j E~F >(3 
is known sufficiently well ( <'tti(s)>A ~ FS .. (s-r-i!l)) 
J - IJ J I.J - - near ~-t 1P = Q to 
be a good approximation in complrting the left hand side of (4. lH). 
We consider only the point particl<~ approximation here; }wnce, 
m (4. lH) we set ct.= 0 and evaluate the right hand s idE~ at r'= 0 with 
the result 
An ensemble average of Faxen' s law (4. 5) yields 
< y.(r-(J· 4)) = v - __!L 
J - Jr f3 J G1T,.wt- . (4. 19) 
Therefore, the desired relation between the velocity of the array and 
the mean drag force per particle is given by: 
(4. 2.0) 
There arc two interesting features in the above sollltion that 
should be mentioned. In finding the answer (4. 20) to order Ya. C. , we 
have neglected the integral term in (4.18). This integral is directly 
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related to the conditional ensemble average chosen, and (4. 20) is cor-
rect only for ensemble averages where the corresponding integral is 
o ( C. 11.a) . In the case where (3. 5) is used as the ensemble average, 
the integral is only order C , so the answer stated is correct. For 
other ensemble averages, the form of that integral changes, and ne _ 
glecting that integral may not be correct. An example of this is pre_ 
sented in Chapter VI. 
The other aspect of the solution is the shielding effect. Saff-
man ( 1973) found that with 0-- 0 the solution o£ (4. 15) was 
Hence, C:::1A.i.(!:")>J') 
s ence of shielding 
decays like I 
r'3 
I 
'l.l· ,...J-
c. r' as r'- oo 
Fc .. (r') J ';J - ( 4. 21) 
as r'-+ d> , while in the ab-
Thus, the presence of 
the shielding changes the asymptotic dependence of the velocity field 
due to the presence of a particle. 
In order to improve the accuracy of the result, it is necessary 
to truncate the hierarchy at the next higher level by considering en-
semble averages where the positions of two particles arc given. This 
leads to an integral equation for ( 'J.tt.C!:)'>/S,Y which is solved as be-
fore. Using the result, a better approximation to the one particle en-
semble average ( ~o<>EP is obtained. In turn, this approximation is 
used in 
= (4. 4) 
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to find the relation between the array velocity v. (. and the mean 
force per particle F, (. to the next order. We now proceed with the 
details. 
First, equation (4. 1) is averaged keeping two particles fixed 
with the result 
Then < fjl(.>,e,Y 
(4. 5 ): 
is found in terms of < Vj Ct«;o()'>J8, y 
V-, <F./">,r COITp.a.. 
(4. 22) 
by averaging 
(4. 2 3) 
By the same reasoning that led to the first level truncation (4. 8), the 
indicated truncation at the second level is 
(4. 24) 
It is evident by averaging over f3 and Y that this truncation JHP-
serves the zero mean velocity of the dispersion so that the boundary 
condition (4.2) ren1ains satisfit~dK We also note that ('1.24) is eqttiva-
lent to the second level truncation proposed by Saffrnan ( l ()73) [his 
equation (5. 9)]. The truncation (4. 24) now replaces the truncation 
(4. 8) used earlier. 
Similar to the previous analysis, an integral equation for 
is now obtained by substituting (4. 24) and (4. 23) into (4.22). 
The result after using the usual conditional ensemble average is: 
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- < 'FJ">rS,/t-!:"> + < Fjr>pSc./!'-r'f) - hf ~pDdEt-~For1 
y!-t11 1<-1~ ( 4. 2 5) 
'lTJ.ttU'l (<\c.;ls)> Siicr--s)o(3 
r- g~ " - fJ,Y " - - -. 
l!-t111<~ 
This equation is the same as (4. lOb) except for the extra Stokeslet 
here. It is solved in the same manner as the steps leading to ( 4. 15) 
with the result: 
(4. 26) 
Next, the s Llbstitution 
is made on the left hand side of (4. 26), which, in turn, is solved for 
J\ 
< vil~K;~F>p;r: 
~ ).2. ?u<~ -i~·r" <\ir>ta r,.; -C:k·r.,. 
< v ( k "-) > - - - :111 " '- e + --JI- e - -(. - F~-D ~;r - g1r}' k-a.(k'"+ ~aKF 81T/-'- k"~-+ ")... .... 
_J_ -BiL fl[- '&. 1 -~~·~ + U1r~ k"-iDA~ Jl nfj +}A). <-KtjC~F~EPIr e o(1 
11-r~l < :ta. 
As before, this equation is transformed back to !: space: 
< "cK<!i~F>~K~Iv s= - <ft>D!K~aK[cfijAElKrDF- ~DBC~rDFz + <~ynCi;Et-ttl 
... '1Tp.A. ~ t<a. ,- ,J 
... J [ -hfj-+ r).."'"<1.t./!)>(J,Y 1 c~<r-~>c:t~ 
t~-KrDf<~nK 
(4. 28) 
(4. 29) 
where A, 13 , and 
at .r:: = r(J gives 
< v. (rf... (l)';? 
(.. - J (3) y 
C·· 
'J 
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are defined in ( 4. 1 8 ) . Evaluating (4.29) 
(4. 30) 
where the integral has been neglected since it is an order c, term. 
The above equation provides a relation between the unknowns 
r 
' < fi. >p and < "i.. cr:.Pj ~F>fPF y Now we will find the 
y 
< fi >f3 Using the equation conditional averages 
the unknown <v;ICrK~D;f:gFF/d>v 
result 
can be eliminated from (4. 10) with the 
(4 .. Ha) 
Another three equations can be obtained by interchanging the particle 
names f3 and 'Y in the above equation: 
V --(.. (4. 31 h) 
Now equations (4. 31) arc a system of six linear equations in the six 
unknowns < F..p> and 
c. l' However, since C~E!:DF is an 
even function of r , the equations are symmetric in the unknowns. 
This means that < fi. r >(I x < fi, 11 > r , and the preceding system im-
mediately reduces to 
v. (. :::::: (4. 32.) 
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which is a system of three equations for the three unknowns ( £=;_' >(9 . 
The solution of these equations is: 
'{ 
< F. >f! -
y 
< Fa >{3 = 
'( 
< r=; >(d -
v. 61Tpo.._ 
I 1- AO.. 
v Grreo. 
I 1-"0.. 
v S1q~aKK 
I (- AQ.. 
t':'l. 
I ~ olD -'f--a. ol.£ 
(I + tA F X I ... olD) 
-c( rp··~ E 
r:a.. 
(l+dF)( t~otaF (4. 3 3) 
-c.(. lj '2. £ 
... ~ 
( I+G(F)( l+clb) 
where the coordinates have been oriented such that X,/(< f> and 
;J -')..1'" +..a.. 1- e-')r D ~ -- _g__ r3 { A r:a.. )..:3.. 'a Q. oE!!:t~ E ;: 1>-F (4. 34) 
-"Xt- I- e-:Xt-
I"':: '!:' Y_ r~l 
-:x .... 
F = .!L- + ~ .... 
"""":L X-a.r-, 
Thus, we have obtained a new approximation for the conditional cn-
semble average where one particle is held fixed. This 
I 
value of < Fi >r.- will now be used directly in equation (4. 4) to find the 
expected regular part of the velocity field near a particle. 
For simplicity, we suppose the particle j3 in (4. 4) is at 0 , 
and we will only look at the component of '{ in the direction of mo-
tion. Then (4. 4) becomes 
(4. 35) 
The mean value of the force F: J is gtvcn from (4. 3)) as 
61T#-Q. f. = V, \-Aa.. ' 
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F4 = 0 > F3 = o . 
Upon substitution (4. 33) and (4. 36) into (4. 35) we have 
n J ( < fj t-~"o - Fj )Su Ct:) clr - "'f fj StjCt) clt 
l!Dl~~oKK It:\< :{Q... 
(4. 36) 
_ V. A Er[ElDiDcAa-~cCb}p11Cr;:F- ~dbpIDKyKCKt-F- !:i!f-l~pI~Ct1 _ S EKK-~ 4. 3 7) 
I t-:x~gl (1-ta(f'XI-+ clD) II -jol.t 
1!y~ ~MKK 
n J Fj s,j <t} dr-
lti<~nK 
where the order e. term has been neglected. 
To simplify this expression first note that by the definition of the 
Stokeslet 
3 
~ 
.j:l 
- ~"Dt!;I· oCE S .("") == 
r~ 'J -
so that 
<v,(Qj0))0 c ~FKK jD:~: J -2f:dE -Edc-+ct*KtcFEj+~~F (1-4-c:AT>)(t+olr) 
l~l~~ctK 
oh--
When the angular integration 1s carried out, we usc the fact that 
]'i2.elA = ~g~OKcEKKlFKKK Then the integral s.irnplifics to 
(4. 38) 
The right hand side of (4. 38) can now be expressed as an expansion in 
the small parameter C.. The method involves dividing the region 
of integration into three parts, and finding an expansion for each re-
gion. Details of this calculation can be found in Appendix J3, and h£~re 
we mention only the resldt: 
( 3 
1
/L 1'35 1-. 0 ) 
< v1 (Q;O)>. =r V. -~ C. - «" C ~~ + (c) . 
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Finally, making use of (4. 20), the relation between V, and F. 
is given by 
V = _!!__ ( \ - ~ c..Y2..- 6135 c f~ c. + O(c)) . I b11f'(l "'t .:2.. 4 (4. 39) 
This is the best result obtainable by use of the point particle approxi-
mation, since the finite size of the particles is an order c, effect. 
As was mentioned earlier, Childress ( 1972) found the order c, terms 
in the expansion. To obtain order C.,.. accuracy by the above method, 
it would be necessary to keep the other m.ultipole terms in (2. 24 ), and 
this lengthy analysis was not attempted. 
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V. CUBIC ARRAY OF SPHERES 
This section considers the settling of a cubic array of spheres. 
The model was first posed by Hasimoto ( 1959) as an example where 
flow past an infinite array could be solved in a rigorous way, namely 
with Fourier series. This avoided all the problems of divergent in-
tegrals and sums encountered when solving for flow past a random 
array of spheres. Hasimoto considered three arrays: the simple 
cubic lattice, the body-centered cubic lattice, and the face-centered 
cubic lattice. Only the simple cubic lattice is considered here, and 
our result for this case, 
v :::. U ( I - I. 7{, c.. 11' + c. -+ ... ) 
-0 ) 
agrees with Hasimoto's result. The method described ]n Chapter II 
is straightforward to apply, but the geometry of this problem requires 
the evaluation of several three -dimensional sums. These sums are 
the main difficulty of this problem. Hasimoto uses a transformation 
due to Ewald to sum these series. We will describe a simple method 
of summation that uses only the mean value theorem. There are a 
few differences between the definitions Ltsed here and the ones used 
by Hasimoto. These will be mentioned at the end of this sel'tion. 
Consider now the simple cubic lattice of sid<~ b wlwrc Lhe 
particle centers are at the points 
eo(. -'b r- "" .,. e· 
- c. -'" 
( 5. 1 ) 
where En~ \ are integer triads, and {c!c:1 are orthonormal vectors. 
By symmetry, each sphere has the same multipole representation, so 
the superscripts on the F 's can be omitted. As usual, we choose 
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the reference frame where the mean velocity of the dis persian is zero, 
and we consider the problem of finding the velocity of the spheres 
given the excess weight F,; of each sphere. 
Thus, we wish to find the value of < Vc:.(.t ;41()':>-. for a typical 
particle to obtain the solution. Chaos e the particle at 0 Then, by 
(2. 24), we have 
v·(r·O) = ~Dc:p .. (t"-r"') (. -) 7 J ':1 - - ,.,JF: s .. (r-"') c(s J 1;1 - .:1. -
(5. 2) 
+ 
where the odd multipole terms have been set equal to zero by the con-
figuration symmetry about each sphere. The ensemble average of th<~ 
left hand side is not needed in this problem since the s urruunding con_ 
figuration of spheres is completely specified. Equation (5. 2) can be 
rewritten as 
which shows that the complete solution can be found using the funda-
mental solution of the point particle problem and its derivatives. It 
is possible to make direct progress with the point particle solution 
(S.4) 
by expanding the right hand side for r srnall, but it 1s easKi<~r to find 
the periodic function "'A.i. (,r) and usc the relation 
v;Cr>·o) ~ '"; <!)- FS .. c"") ~ ... J ".) - (5. 5) 
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to solve for 
has mean zero by definition, and has the repre-
sentation 
Formally, the Fourier transform of the sum is 
Using the Poisson summation formula 
(5. 7) can be rewritten as 
The Fourier transform of the (infinite) constant 
(5. 6) 
(5. 7) 
(5. 8) 
(5. 9) 
nfF s .. (,..-s)cts 
J 'j - - - is 
simply cfE~F multiplied by a constant. The latter constant is deter-
"" mined by the fact that 1AKc:IE~F can have no part proportional to ~E~F 
because "IA.i.<.t) has zero mean. Hence, the Fourier transform of 
nj F s. · ("' -s) ots J ~ - - - must exactly cancel the ere~F term in the 
sum (5. 9). As a result, 
,.. Ulq~ "' z:' ( :nr " ) 
.,, .(\() = -3 F s .. (k) s k- -b h. eL ~cK - b J '"J - 0(. - ...... - ( 5. l 0) 
is the Fourier transform of lL'- ( t:) We recall that 
Then trantdorm.ing (5. 10) yield::; the Fourier series representation of 
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u.,; Ct) 
( 5. 11) 
where n04 denotes a three-dimensional vector of which each com-
ponent is an integer. The sum is over all lattice points in 3- space 
1 d . th · t noc.. -- Q exc u 1ng e po1n The required representation of 
is now obtained by subtracting the Stokes let at the 
origin: 
In order to find the behavior of Vt,(!: jO) 
is convenient to divide it into two sums defined by 
where 
and 
Now 
V·(t-·0) = (. -) 
-n I -.:::;-1 I i..l"' .3!' n~ 
r(r_) = - '-- -:-:-5... e - b -Tr b 0(. h. 
(5. 12) 
for t' srnall, it 
(5. U) 
(5. 14a) 
(5. 14b) 
and using Poisson's summation formula (5. 8), this becomes 
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(5. 15) 
From (5. 15) it is clear that 
(5. 16) 
is a harmonic function for \ !:\ < b , and so the Mean Value Thea-
rem 
(5. 17) 
may be applied to T [Courant and Hilbert: ( 1 ()62. )l. Wlwn Lhi::; t:hco-
rem is used, it generates a new representation for T with Uw ::;erie::; 
part of TCr;) converging more rapidly. 
where 
Using this idea, T{g) can be evaluated easily. Consider the 
T (r-) 
I -
b R ~-I ~ 
of T defined for b lrl< ~ by the equation 
For the integral of the sun1 we have 
...L 
where the sum now converges like h ... 'l instead of ~aK The re-
sult for T, (!:) , after integrating the other terms of T , is then 
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where we have taken l..tl < R, ~ ~ in evaluating the other integrals. 
In a similar fashion, using T 1 instead of T , a new representa-
tion q~E!DF can be found which is valid in the smaller region 1!:'1< o~~~K 
After N iterations the result is 
where there is now rapid convergence of the sum. 
A short computation was performed to find the non-dimensional 
quantity 
--
where 
'B·=...LR. i.,=I>.''JN. 
" b '-) 
The result was 
RE~F=-KOKDUPTP (5.21) 
which agrees perfectly with Hasimoto' s computed value. Thus, we 
have an expansion for 'P(!:) in the neighborhood of zero, namely 
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(5. 22) 
where the Y•s are spherical harmonics':', and the cubic symmetry of 
the geometry has been used [Hasimoto (1959)]. The values of the 
constants a.11 rtl are not needed for the order C. term. 
The second sum of (5. 13 ), RCt) , satisfies the relation 
'\7:4RCt) =- 'P(r) (5. 23) 
and hence has the solution [Hasimoto (1959)] 
where the actual values of the bnM 's and K arc also not needed 
here. Hasimoto used the spherical harmonics to find the order C ~ 
in the expansion, but the only property of the expansion that is needed 
for the order C. term in the simple cubic lattice is that the spherical 
harmonics are all of order equal or greater than 4 . When this oc-
curs, the order c. term of the expansion is independent of the sum 
F:~ :{:: 
of spherical harmonics 
lr) rn ) V (x, X-a. le ... ) = r-h F. (c.os e c.os rnsJ /h ) ) ~ " whe.-.e { x,= rc.os ~ 
X:z.= I"''SI.l'\ g CO'S II 
xa-= rs~e s~ ¢. 
F~E >:.:: 
In general, this means any lattice with the property that there ar<• 
no spherical harmonics of order 2 in eithf~r (5. 22) or (5. 24) will hav<• 
the same order c. tcrrrl in the expansion of the rr1ean velocity of the 
array. The other two lattices examined by Hasin1oto, namely the 
body-centered cubic and the face-centered cubic arrays, both have 
Now that "PC r) 
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and 'J<(t) are known, the value v· E~"" · O) &. -) 
can be found from (5. 14). Looking forward to Faxen's law, we have 
( 1 + oK~vOF vc:-c.r- ;o) = .li. ( 1 + ~yTDwKF PC!:) + Ji. ~Ic}jE 1 + f V 1 ) RCt-) 
G 41rf' 411)"- -
.:= _fL fS(Q) -+ .3,! t'2. + :ttra.'Z. + 0( r-4-)1 
+1fr L b 3b., 3b3 ~ (5. 2 5) 
+ fj [-pE~F~··- ~lf t'-a.di.i- ~~-rKDg _K<tr4~gK·- 'V(r)] 4KD~ 3b 'j J5 b ~ ~ 1'5 b;:, L 9 b '3 LJ /' -
where YCt) has the properties Y<Q)-= 0 and 'V'J..Y(Q}= 0. YC.r) 
comes from the double sum of (5. 24). The expression (5. 25) evalu-
ated at r:-:::: Q gives the velocity of a finite sphere surrounded by 
point particles. In order to obtain the complete solution to order c.,. 
of a finite sphere surrounded by finite particles, we return to (5. 3) 
and estimate the higher multipole terms. This is easily done since 
the particles are widely separated. From the arguments in Chapter II 
we have 
{ 
F FS.P. nK~ t' F: ·.t ; '1 = -r OJ- . Jttl .;m '10 •••J 
other multipoles 0 , 
which is correct to order C., . Thus, frorn (5. 3), the final solution 
is obtained by operating on (5. 25) with ( 1-+ ~vDgKKF and evaluatinM at 
.t=Q The result is 
the property and the same order c- term was found fo:r; these lattices. 
On the other hand, the coefficients of the respective c, Ia tcrn1s are 
always dependent on the lattice. 
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(5. 26) 
where the relation has been used. Then the settling 
velocity of the array is given by Faxen 1 s law (2. 16a) and the above 
equation as 
Y - Uo ( I - I. 7 G c y3 -t- c. -+ o (c)) (5.27) 
F.· 
where 
'Uo ~ = b -vfo~ 
While this seems to agree with the result derived by Hasinwto 
for the simple cubic lattice, son1e care is needed in thP t ornparison of 
the two results. The result derived here is in the reference frarnt• 
where the mean velocity of fluid plus solid is zero, whereas Hasimoto 
considers flow past a fixed array of spheres. Now the mean velocity 
of the fluid, Y..p , in our reference frame is given by 
(5. 28) 
which expresses the fact that the net flow through any fixed surface is 
0 The result (5. 27) can be expressed in the fixed Bphcres rPfet·-
cnce frame by Sllbtracting Y. fl'Olll the VelocitieB. DgD}FE~f1 tz}E~ pfe~t~d 
of the spheres is zero, and the rrlt~<Ktn velocity of the fluid Yf is 
given to order C.. by: 
(5. 29) 
The resulting relation between the mean velocity of the fluid and the 
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force acting ~a sphere is then 
I+ c.. 
E ( I- I. 76 c. Y'3 -t c + 
61TJ<-CL 
) 
where (5. 27) and (5. 29) have been used. To order <:,... , we thus have 
the relation 
F ( '/3 ) 
- I- 1.76 C. + ~cK+··· 
b'lr.f'4-- (5. 30) 
between the mean fluid velocity Y.f' and the drag force F exerted 
on each sphere. 
In contrast to this, Hasimoto considers the quantity ll de-
fined by 
-t1b 
U"' f"--Sf v, ~xIK cha 
-...!..b a 
(5. '31) 
where the region of integration is outside every sphere. The physical 
significance of 'U. is that if fluid were flowing through an array of 
finite size, then the mean velocity of the fluid outside the array is 'U., 
whereas inside the array the mean fluid velocity is Yf 
tion between the two is simply 
v ( 1- c) = U 
-of' 
The rela-
(5. 32) 
because there is less space inside the array, by volume fraction C. 
through which the fluid can move. Hasimoto expresses his answer in 
terms of F and U in the form 
F D1K:~ ) 
U ~ ( I - 1.76 C.. + C. + · · · 'bltf-0., (5. 33) 
and by using (5. 32) it can be ec<~n that tlw two anHwerH (i-). 30) and (S.3)) 
are equivalent. 
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This concludes the discussion of the regular array, and it has 
been shown that the settling velocity of the regular array has the 
greatest dependence on concentration of the three cases considered. 
113 
In the next section, we prove that this C. dependence is a property 
of the two-particle distribution function G (,r-rP) rather than ex-
ceptional kinematics of this partie ular array. 
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VI. RESULTS FOR THE GENERAL TWO-SPHERE 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
The previous chapters considered only the conditional ensemble 
average (3. 5 ), 
<~D f'(!:ot)>fl - nJ fE~F ct~ 
f~ - tr I ~ :;tQ... 
( 3. 5) 
which describes a completely random distribution where only mutual 
interpenetration of particles is forbidden. In order to include the ef-
fects of interparticle attraction or repulsion, other conditional aver_ 
ages are needed. The problem of actually finding the conditional aver-
age for given interparticle forces is a difficult one and is not attcrnpt<•d 
here. In this section we shall assume the conditional averagE~ is known 
and examine how it affects the previous results fur both tht• randorn 
free and randon1 fixed arrays. Ln parti<'ular, sirnple n.Jations ar<· 
shown between the res L1Jis for the general conditional average and 
those found earlier using the ensemble average (3. 5). Also, the rela-
tion between the cubic array and the other two arrays is made clear. 
Using the notation of equations (3. 3) and (3. 4), a general two-
sphere distribution is defined by: 
( 6. l) 
We shall s uppos c that 
G has the form 
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where ~ decays rapidly enough such that J ~E~F o{s I., f~ .:let; is finite. 
The conditional ensemble average defined by (6. l) and (6. 2) will be 
denoted <? t'(t(l() Is > f3 to indicate the dependence of this average 
on 3 In the special case where .j 5 0 , this ensemble average 
is exactly (3. 5) and the argument 3 = 0 will be omitted. 
It is now simple to relate the general ensemble average to 
(3. 5). Consider a function h(c) defined by 
n J f E~>!:F o{§ 
and assume there is a sphere at r-~ Then, using the average 
(3. 5), we have 
<h(!:·)>,s = fCrigI~F + <KrD<fCt~KtF>1P >/g- ngfE~grFolK~ 
::::fEt~!F + nf<fDE~FtFF~o{~ - nffc~F_rFof~ 
I ~ - tfllD~ .:l ta.. 
= fDEt~rF - {fcIIKtDFoE~ 
f~ -t~l< :1K~ 
(6. 3) 
+ nf[<tE~IKtF~- fE~gtFz c1~ > 
1~-tfli~~AK 
whereas when the general average is used, the corresponding result 
is 
< h(.t:) \ ~ >f3 = fDEt~!:DF - tDlffyc~I!:Fci~ -+ nf[<KfE~FtDF>Is--mc~gtDFz ol~ 
1~-Ktjii<-<nIK l~-KrtP1 ~K<nK 
-11 J < fE~FtF>fP ~E~-IrflF o(l . 
\!- t(il ~ J.a. 
Comparing (6. 3) and (6. 4) we have the simple relation 
(6. 4) 
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- < h(!') >~ - n j<f(l,.r:)>,s ~E~-KrigFoE~ 
f~-t:,s f~ ;lQ,. 
(6. 5) 
between the conditional averages. This relation is exploited below 
to obtain results for the general two sphere distribution. 
§ 1. Random Free Array 
We begin with the equation for <Vi(!"jO) ~~ ) 0 defined by 
(3. 8). 
<vgr;oFl~>o = <~D~R;K/!>~Fj~>o- hgcjp~Et-~FoE~ (3.8) 
+ ... 
The analysis is exactly the same as in Chapter III, except the extra 
term indicated in (6. 5) is included in this calculation. In particular, 
the approximations < lJt (,tot)Jj>o = fR"fD~Er-FF ... 
again. The analogous equation to (3. 17) is then 
are used 
(6. 6) 
<v'-(!j0)(3>o..: <v~CKtjoF>M - r,j[IJSij<t-.!)+ ~;~~F~pDPCt-!F + .. Kg~E~Fd~ 
I~I~~nK 
where (6. 5) has been used on each term of the multipole expansion. 
Following Chapter III, the mean velocity, <'f. f~F , of the spheres 
is then found by operating on (6. 6) with { \+fV2 ) and applying 
Faxen's law. In particular, after using the relation (3. 21), 
(3. 21) 
on the integrand, the result is simply 
< Y' Is> : < V > - n g[~"qKmKC!l- 'Yo] j<!F~! ( 6. 7) 
f!f~~nKK 
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where is the terminal velocity of two spheres with relative 
position .§ , and < Y.) -== 'Y.o (I- G.SS c..) from Chapter III. As 
. d y•·P.< !) previously mentione , is known numerically from the work 
of Goldman, Cox, and Brenner ( 1966). 
Hence, for any given ~ E~F , the calculation of the mean ve-
locity of the array can be obtained by the numerical integration of ( 6. 7 ). 
§2. Random Fixed Array 
We will consider the effect of the general average (6. 5) only on 
the leading term of the expansion in this case. The analysis is the 
same as used in Chapter IV, su only a few points wiJJ lw highlighted 
here. 
To obtain an integral equation for <14cKKEKtFl~>IK , the truncation 
F; 
< vjCt6tjo(.)j j'>,.- <1E_jC~Ff g ~ = ~ - D~ J Fj = < fj > (6. 8) 
is used, analogous to (4. 8). This leads to an equation analogous to 
(4. 9b), except the ensemble averages are now the general ensemble 
averages. Upon representing these ensemble averages by integrals, 
the resltlting integral equation for EDytiKEg:Ff~ ~ is 
= fjp~Er-tIel- rj fjpljEt-lFd~ -dlfF4MK~1Cl~>lj~p~Ct-~F~ 
~~-rmf< :y~ 1~-r11t:~~ct 
-+- fc-""fJ + bDtr"DA"<D-DjE~Fl P>IKsgs~<!:-!F 9 c~-tfKlFol~I 
1~-tIsl~~oKKK 
(6. 9) 
which replaces equation (4. 1 Oa). Using the definition (6. 2) of G , 
equation ( 6. 9) can be rewritten as 
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< tt(. Ct> !3 >,<S = fj S ij(r- t 11) - 6 ~an [<""Ijc~Fl '3 >pSc:j(t'-_!) cl! 
+ ft-tl~ +S1qDfAh<IKgC~Ffp>fizpcjEl:-§FdE~-r!PFof~ . (6. 10) 
Comparing (6. 10) with (4. lOb), it can be seen that the last two inte-
grals of (4. lOb) are the effect of the two sphere distribLltion where 
3 E 0 . Noting that the form of those two integrals had no effect i.n 
the analysis that led to (4. 18a), the solution for <vc:E!:;lPFj~FId can be 
immediately written down [using (4. 18a)] as 
<v(.(t;,B)\s>,a= -I~AK·iaK[cfc:jAEFKr-DF -!'';:i B().r-')] 
( 6. ll) 
where A, 13 , 
t jC-, ~ -tFDAOK<u/~>l ~>1P z dC~-t~FCq<t>~F o(l 
and C·· 
':J are defined in (4. 18 ). Ev alL1ating ( 6 .ll) 
at .t = rP , and using (4. 19) yields the following expres sian for the 
mean velocity <viy~F : 
This equation contains the function <~jE~Fy~>p implicitly, and an es-
timate of it is needed to proceed further. 
From (6. l 0) we see that when !: is in the neighborhood of 
is approximated by the singular part of the 
right hand side, namely the Stokes let term. Thus, when the fLmction 
is concentrated near 1K~-tEgf ::: 0 , the approximation 
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can be used in (6. 12). Here, the term "concentrated" means G has 
a characteristic length on the order of the sphere radius a. 
On the other hand, if ~ has a characteristic length on the 
-'13 
order of the mean interparticle distance n , then the (unknown) 
is of smaller order than the (known) integral 
of the t'l f} term, and it can be ignored. To show this, we consider 
* the function G defined by 
and estimate the s1ze of each integral. Using the relation 
4 3 
c.=3lf"-h 
we see that the exponent DAfKrt1-~ I of c,j Cr~- ~F is small in the 
- ~P D/~ c fi 
region of integration since AI'\ - C Upon expanding C:.j(t -~F 
for a small argument, we find 
c .. (rll-s) -
':l - -
Hence, for the nF: J 
p~· (r-f4- s) 
'J - - + higher order terms . 
integral we have (ignoring constants) 
( 6. 13) 
gh~d{~-!:~FCqC~~Fct~ ~ , ~gsI/!DgtgDD ~ :2 J I!~ o{!' :t 'Uo(<'3 ( 6. 14 > 
1!'1< l'l-V3 1!'1< tl- Y,s 
On the other hand, <"-DjE!Fl~>Is is bounded above by the Stokeslet 
cI:"pjkE~-!:"DF because of the shielding effect, so an estimate for the 
other integral is: 
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~ c"~>K ~ r .r,;lc di.j ols' ~ 
)A- J l!l~ -
lfl< n-'1" 
This shows the unknown function <1.(.\j>f-3 may safely be ignored 
G -~ when has the larger characteristic length t'\ . 
Thus, the exact equation (6. 12) for <. '{13> may be approxi-
mated for two types of G 's. When G 1s close to the con1pletcly 
random distribution (3. 5) in the sense of being concentrated near 
, then 
is a good approximation to ( 6. 12 ). However, when G is not sn1all 
over the mean interparticle distance 
-
1/3 
n ' the leading order ap-
proximation to (6. 12) is obtained by neglecting the ~yyKf~>~ integral 
altogether with the result 
As we have already shown in (6. 14), the integral term jn the above 
equation is of order tto. c'h if G<!-r") has a characteristic 
L 
-'/3 length of order n . In this case, the integral becomes the leading 
term in the expansion for <V y~FK If the l<~ngth scale of Gt ts son1c-
-'/3 
what less than n , then the integra] lllltl:lt be COIT1parcd with the 
C Y'-:z.. term to determine which is the leading order correction to 
the settling speed. 
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It can be seen from the above analysis that the leading correc-
VI > 3 v:2. tion to < ~ is still the ~ C. term derived previous! y unless 
the two sphere distribution G is far from being completely random. 
This point was made by Childress ( 1972 ). 
§3. The Cubic Array as a Special Two-Sphere Distribution 
It is easy to specify the cubic lattice in terms of the two 
sphere distribution by using delta functions at the lattice points and 
not allowing particle centers anywhere else. The G which is equiva-
lent to the cubic lattice is then 
G (s-r-") --= cubie - - ((). 1 7) 
where the notation of Chapter V is used. 
A more interesting question is to find the property of G 
needed to create a dependence in the mean settling velocity of 
the random arrays. Suppose we impose the condition that no two 
particles may be closer than a distance of -•Ia n (which is a proper-
ty of the cubic array). Then G is defined by 
- { I, 
- 0 
) 
I!- t,.l < n- y3 
I ! - r ~D1 ~ n- Y3 ( (>. 1 H) 
We wish to approximate the integral in (6. 7) for the free array and ti1c 
integral in (6. 16) for the fixed array. Using (3. 2.1) and (6. n ), a first 
estimate to each integral is 
- nJfS .. E~-t-#fFdC~-r"DFol~ J 'J - - - - - = -nF. rs~ct-rllFols J )_' 'J - -
1-s-r/JI< -V3 
-- n 
)::: ( 6. 1 9) 
':<The hindrance P!~ lie:, c. Y3 w (6. 9) is much larger than the value 
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Thus, an order Y3 C dependence in the settling speed for both the 
free and fixed arrays is caused by the absence of neighboring parti-
cles. This is an important result for the free array because it im-
plies that strong interparticle repulsion will result in qualitative 
changes in the dependence of the settling speed on concentration. 
t.7,"U 0 t.Ysfound for the cubic array. This is because particles ncar to 
.t" tend to increase its settling SJ?,eed. In the cubic array, six par-
ticles are given at the distance n·v~ , while in the randon1 case 
these nearest neighbors are more distant. Thus, the nlbic array l::lct-
tlcs more rapidly than the array defjned by ((J. lH ). 
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VII. THE WALL EFFECT ON SEDIMENTATION 
We considered in Chapter III the sedimentation of an infinite 
dispersion of freely moving spheres and found that the mean settling 
velocity was given by 
(3 = 6.'5S 
This chapter examines the effect of the tube wall on the mean settling 
speed. It is found that to leading order the dependence on C/ is the 
same as for the infinite dispersion, but that the wall tends to reduce 
the dependence on C. by order , where 'R. 1s the tube 
radius. In addition, in the same manner as the settling of a single 
particle is hindered in a tube, we find that the settling of the dis per-
sion is hindered by order The result is that the mean set-
tling velocity is given by an equation of the form 
< V > ~ 'U() (I- Kto- c.(6.55- BKiJ) 
where K is on the order of 5. An expression for K is givE~n in 
the text [equation (7. 22b)l. For the analysis we assunw tlw disper-
sion is settling inside an infinitely long cylinder of radius Ro , and 
that the dispersion is uniform throughout the tube. The method of so-
lution is similar to that used for the unbounded dispersion, i.e., the 
suspension problem is reduced to a sum of one and two particle inter-
actions. Here, the problem is reduced to the motion of a single par-
ticle in a tube, and to two particles in the presence of a wall. While 
the former problem has some approximate solutions (included below), 
the latter problem has not been studied. Consequently, only a sin1ple 
hound for the effect of the two particle intt"ractionH can lw given. 
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These estimates will be made clear in the analysis. 
The representation (2. 2 3) for Ui ( !:) needs to be slightly 
modified for this problem in order to satisfy the no-slip boundary 
condition on the tube wall. Thus, we write 
'kc:(!:) = ~ FJ [ s,/r-r:o(>- 'R'J(c)c ... )j - hJ fj[pIlt-~F- oyct-g~uoE~ 
+~ ~_;~1p~C!:-r: ... )-Ryt(t,t: ... )]- hf~KtEgKKcp~cr-~F-DoqKtfrI~Fgol~ (7 . 1 > 
+ 
where the functions R arc the exact reflection of the Stokeslets 
from the wall. Thus, we have divided the fLmdamental solution for the 
motion of a particle in a tube into two parts -- one of then1 1s the 
Stokeslet, s .. 
'j 
by definition, 
, and the remainder is the reflection R 
p KIEr-~F- 'Ri..i(t- rOl) =- 0 
'j - - .J -)-
Then, 
c).S .. (t--re()-'R .. , (r ro<\ = 0 
A tl - - Dj~ -J- } 
for .t on the cylinder wall. 
The domain of integration 1n (7. l) consists of every point accessible 
to the sphere centers, which in this case means all points inside the 
cylinder farther than a distance a... from the wall. This ins ttr es 
that the mean dispersion velocity is :;;ero: 
< 1.\c.(.!:) > = 0 . 
Note also that all the stresses exerted by the cylinder wall on the 
fluid are caused by the presence of the moving spheres, and that 
these stresses are included in (7. l) by the presence of the reflection 
terms R . 
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As usual, the velocity of the spheres is found by considering 
the regular part of the velocity field in the neighborhood of a sphere. 
Thus, we consider 
V· (r · R) c. - )/"' 
+ . . . 
Note that the particle's own reflection in the wall contributes to the 
regular part of the velocity in the neighborhood of itself. This is the 
cause of the increased drag experienced by a single particle moving 
in the presence of a wall. 
Once again, ensemble averages are used to find the mean set-
tling speed. Here, these averages will be dependent on the distance 
of the particle from the axis of the cylinder: this dependence will be 
indicated by the non-dimensional parameter f where 
f 
distance fron1 axis ( 7. ) ) 
The mean value throughout the tube will then be a weighted average of 
the ensemble averages at different distances from the axis: 
1-'YR 
<f > = + f <-~Dfc> ";)."!rf c:(r 
where 
{ 
<f\p> 
<t> 
0 
= mean value at a distance p "R0 fron1 th<' axis, 
mean value throughottt tlw tubt~K 
(7. 4) 
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We will only use the "completely random" ensemble average (3. 5) in 
this section. 
Now averaging equation (7. 2) at a fixed distance fRo gives 
(7. Sa) 
(7.5b) 
t1 J F R&.; (r s} ds 
J " -~- -
(7. 5c) 
-+ ... 
This equation is long, but it is not difficult to analyze line by line. 
Writing the ensemble average in integral form, we have [from (3. 9 )] , 
E"zs~F:::: -nJ fjpI/!:D-~F41E1 
1~-tt< ~nIK 
This is the same as the leading contribution to the unbotmded dis per-
sion problem, even though the sums and integrals are over different 
regions in the two problcnH;. Note we have ignored the fact that the 
region of integration in (7. 6) is somewhat reduced if the sphere ccntc t· 
rf3 is within 2c.\, of the wall. This correction is small relative 
to other terms that will be found. 
At r= r;:f! , it can be seen that (7. 5b) expres::;cs thE~ fact 
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that the particle at tp is affected by its own reflection in the walL 
As a first approximation to <FJ.tlf'> we will use (FJ.(Ip)S.P. as was 
done in Chapter III. This means the terms like (7. 5b) can be approxi-
mated in terms of the known solutions for the motion of a single par_ 
ticle falling in a tube. 
The next line, (7. 5c), can be related to the motion of a single 
particle in a simple way. We have, using (3. 5), that 
(7.'5c..) = nft=joDiEKt}rm+~F~~K 
1K!y<~"-
(7. 7) 
In addition, the reflections 'R. are smooth enough that the integral in 
(7. 7) is well approximated by the value of the integrand at the center 
of the region of integration multiplied by the volume of the region, i.e., 
n J fj o~ ( tfg>r~+ ~F c:l.! ~ 8 c... fj Rc3 (t,t J r") . (7. 8) 
I !I"' ;}.o.. 
Thus, terms similar to (7. 5c) may also be related to the motion of a 
single particle in a tube. 
Proceeding to the next terms of (7. 5 ), we see that 
(7.5d) = + hf[<1gllfR D>rs-<~tIt>zc:lKtpI/tg~F~~- nj<{jDgyl>~p~ol~ETK 9) 
1~-tl ~ ~nK l!-tl< ;la. 
where the superscript S of fs denotes that fs relates to the vari-
able of integration S rather than r In a similar fashion, (7. 5e) 
is given by 
(7.Se) = -ng[<fjIlp!>fl-<~lpRD>zotjKCEtIgF~! + ng<fjKtDfs>o~toE! .(7. 1o) 
lt-tl~~nK 1~-Ktl<KlnK 
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These formulas can be reduced to solutions of one and two particle 
problems by making the approximations 
< FJ.tlf >~ -<cjK~lf >-= ~KtC!-!F f - Fj.tlf (7. 11) 
{ 
s s ( fJ I s)T.P. ( 5)S.P. 
< fJ.t lfs) = ( 'J.t \ f, s.P. 
where ( fj,t E~-rtDF I f 5 )T.P. denotes the Fjt of the particle at 
S in the presence of a particle at ,..P This is the same approxi-
mation as used in (3. 12) except the effect of the cylinder wall is in-
eluded in the approxin1.ation (7. 11 ). Further, the approxin1ation s 
and 
-nJ < IJL yl>~p~C!:-jFd~ 
1~-Ktfal< ~nKK 
~ - h < ~ lp"> I dKKcp~Ct-lFof! 
1~-K!:al< ~~ 
+ hf< ~Kt lps> oi;iKt<rI~Fol~ ~ Be..< fJ.t If''> oIjKtftI~:IgF 
1~-rK~l < J.Q. 
(7. 12) 
( 7. 1 ) ) 
can be n1ade in equations (7. <))and (7. 10) hecaLtse of thP snwll rl'gion 
of integration. 
Combining the results of (7. 6)- (7. 13), equation (7. 5) can be 
written as: 
< siE!;~Ffft-~ = - n [ fj + (Fj.t lf~FsKmjKKKt + ... ] f s~ E!:-~FCgE~ 
1~-!KIA1<~4K 
+ h J (RF;t c !-r"ll p'f .. - ( F;• 1 r·rz~isu -R4t J + .•. ) <~ ~ 
11-r~l ~K:ta-
- ( 1- 8e )[ fj Rii CtIt~F + E~Kalp~F"~~KtCtI!:"F + ... ] . 
(7. 14) 
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Thus, the determination of < V If> has been reduced to a sum of one 
and two particle problems in a tube. The mean settling velocity of the 
array can now be found by operating on (7. 14) with (I+ ~v-zKF to ap-
' ply Faxen's law, and averaging over all values of f using (7. 4). 
However, some of the required one and two particle results are not 
known, so the solution (7. 14) is not very useful at the present time. 
In order to obtain a more concrete result, although a less ac-
curate one, the following assumptions are made. In the first term on 
the right hand side of (7. 14) we assume the effect of the wall on the 
F 's can be neglected for most of the particles. This is certainly true 
for particles far from the wall. Thus, the approxin1ations are 
( I .... )s.P. s.P. Fj.r p := cj~K 
where now the F 1 s are approximated by their values 1n an unbounded 
medium. The value of the resulting expression was computed in 
Chapter III, and was found to be 
[ (I +f v1FE-h~ - h ~~-mKgKc ... ) J sij E!;-!ld~ L "" -
I ~-t''l < ~AK - -
This is the estimate of the first term of (7. 14 ). 
- ___EL_ 5c... (7. 15) 
D~aKK 
The second term on the right hand side of (7. 14) involves 
knowledge of the motion of two particles settling in a tube, and we es-
timate the magnitude of this term using the result for the unbounded 
dispersion. From (3. 23) and (3. 24), we recall for the unbounded dis-
persian that 
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nJ( I+ ~:iyTO-~E~;·E§-KrtDpF - cj:·mKFe>l~y/~-!fgF + ... ] ol~ -
-1.55 c U0 . (. 
1~-Kt~l~ ;\Q.. 
where the integral is over all space. Since the integrand is negative 
everywhere [Batchelor ( 1972 )] , the corresponding integral of the 
terms for two particles in a tube is less (in magnitude) than I.SS c. U0 
because the range of integration is solely within the cylinder. This 
bound is actually approached when the point £/3 is far from the 
cylinder wall because the integrand decays like as 
The integral of the reflection terms R is more difficult 
to estimate, but it seems plausible that it will further reduce the 
magnitude of the two particle integral of (7. 14) because a particle at 
r,e sees both the particle at r"" and the image of the particle at 
t'cc, , and this image acts on f3 in the opposite sense o£ the direct 
interaction':' (see Figure 4). Furthermore, when the point r(3 is 
far from the wall, the integral of the reflection terms R is o£ 
smaller order than the integral of the direct terms s .. 
.. J Thus, an 
estimate of the second term of the right hand side of (7. 14) is 
and we expect that 1.55 C. U 0 is an upper bound on the magnitLtde of 
the integral. 
,,, 
"I'" An exact solution for the reflected velocity ficlcl due to a point par-
ticle in the presence of a plane wall was found by Lorent:t. (I ')07 ). It 
is given in Appendix C. 
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We now proceed to the third term of (7. 14 ), and consider the 
quantity 
This expression is the change in the settling velocity of a single sphere 
in the presence of the cylindrical wall, and can be estimated numeri-
cally. There are different expressions for this quantity in different 
regions of the tube. When the sphere is away from the wall, the set-
tling velocity is given by Cox and Mas on ( 1971) as: 
(7. l H) 
where f(p) is given nun1erically by Crccnstein and !Iappe] (t<)()H) 
for values of l between 0 and 0. 9 (see Table 7-1 ). For f larger 
Figure 4. The Form of a Two Particle 
Interaction in the Presence 
of a Wall. 
0/3 
\ 
""' 
----·<t> 0(. 
than 0. 9 and I Cl 1-f Ro << , the settling velocity is given by 
Cox and Mason as: 
Finally, when the sphere is very near the wall, the cylinder wall can 
be approximated by a plane surface and the results of Goldman, Cox, 
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Table 7-1. Some Values of f(p) Found by Greenstein and Happel. 
p 0 0. 1 0. 2 0. 3 0.4 0. 5 0.6 0.7 0. 8 0. 9 
f(p) 2. 10 2. 10 2. 08 2. 06 2. 04 2.06 2. 17 2.46 3.20 5. 30 
and Brenner (1967) may be used. They express their results in terms 
of a dimensionless drag force F* X on a sphere moving with velocity 
V parallel to a plane wall. Equating the excess weight, F , to the 
drag then gives 
or 
I V = 11o Ell: (7. 20) 
I( 
as the terminal velocity of a phere close to a plane wall. The depend-
ence of V on the distance of the sphere center from the wall is 
given in Table 7-2. Note that near the wall there is an order 1 change 
in V while for f ~ 0.9 there is only an order Q. -~ change in 
V Between these two regions there is a qualitative change in be-
havior as described by (7. 19 ). This behavior is not described suffi-
ciently well by (7. 19) since that equation does not match the solutions 
(7. 18) and (7. 20) at the endpoints (see Figure 5). Instead, a linear 
Table 7-2. Dependence of V on the Distance from the Wall, where 
, h = distance of sphere center from the wall. 
h/a 10. 1 3.76 2. 35 1. 54 1. 13 1. 04 
g(h/ a) 0. 06 0. 15 0.24 0. 36 0. 54 0.62 
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.59 
.56 
.53 
0.9 
Figure 5. Wall hindrance for a single sphere settling 1n a cylinder. 
interpolation for f(f)(t-f) was used as shown in Figure 5. This 
maintained the behavior indicated by (7. 19) and continuously matched 
the values of V at the endpoints. 
The average settling velocity of a single particle in the tube ts 
given by equation (7. 4) as 
( 7. ll) 
where < V \f) 1s defined for different values of f by (7. lH), 
(7. 20 ), and the correction of (7. 19 ). Using more values than are 
shown in the tables, the numerical result is 
(7.22a) 
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where 
K(.!:.) Ro E 5.0 + ( 1.06 4- lKf~nK ) k I 
1-IOORo IOo CljRo (7. 22b) 
The above representation of K ( tJ is only correct for to< 0.0 I 
For to> 0.0 I it can be seen that 0.9 > 1- 10 ~ so that Figure 
5 is no longer valid. 
The contribution of each region of integration to the total hin _ 
drance is given by 
f £ [o)o.'3] 
Notice the large effect of the boundary region. If the spheres tend to 
stay away from the walls, the overall wall effect will be greatly rp-
duced. 
Now we relate the suspension problem to the single particle 
result (7. 22). The net decrease in settling speed indicated in (7. 22) 
1s equal to the mean of (7. 17) throughout the tube. Hence, 
(7. 2'3) 
Now making use of the above results (7. 15), (7. 16), and (7. 23), we 
see from. (7. 14) that 
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which implies that the mean settling velocity of the spheres in the tube 
is given by 
<. V > ~ 'Uo( I-t hE~g- e(6.55 8 ~ o K ( ~KFz . ( 1. 2 4 > 
Some typical values of the function K ( ~F ar · · T bl 7 3 "• e g1ven 1n a e - . 
Table 7-3. Some Values of the Function 
a 10-4 10- 3 10-2 3Xl0- 2 
--R 
0 
hE~F R 10. 1 7. 5 5.2 4. 1 
0 
(The last value was derived by considering the two regions f e [o,o.7] 
and f E [ 0.7 -= ( - tO-i-
0 
> . ) 
It is clear that, due to the lack of theoretical knowledge about 
the solutions of the relevant one and two particle problerns, the above 
solution (7. 24) is hardly exact. However, it does indicate the order 
of magnitude effect of the wall. 
The solution (7. 24) can be checked experimentally in the fol-
Cl. 
lowing manner. First, for fixed Ro , measure the normalized 
settling speed v;u. for various values of c, ' and plot these 
points on a graph of V/'Uo versus (!, (See Figure 6. Then the 
line through these points should intersect the axis C = 0 at the 
point f-~ t<E~F Ro Ro This experiment would check the theoreti-
hE ~KF cal value of " obtained above. The dependenc<~ of the ~:wttz ing 
speed on C could also l>e n1ea~:-~ur·<~dI and thiH provid<~e an ind<~pend-
E~llt way c>f D·alD~ltlatKg·ng K (%) : , . , . . ''0 frorn tl1<! same set of mup<>~·ine•nisK 
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1 
Nor-mol i'%ecl. 
Velocity 1 
jf_ 
'll. 
M~--------~---------K 
0.05 
Concen~rcx+lonI c., 
Figure 6. Predicted c dependence from ( 7-24 ). 
Finally, even if the theoretical value of hE~oF Lo incorrt~ctI t:hC' 
form of the oolution (7. 24) <'otdd be checgq~d IH•cattse tht· dcp<~nd<•l1ED<D 
on of the slope of tht~ J ine should be eight tinwo as gr<~at as Uw 
Q. 
dependence on --R 
0 
of the intercept of the line with C.= 0 
Thus, the solution (7. 24) can be checked quite thoroughly. 
The next section summarizes some typical experimental re-
sults. Unfortunately, none of them are really suitable for obtaining 
the experimental information required above. 
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VIII. A SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR 
SEDIMENTATION AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY 
In Chapters III and VII results have been derived for the mean 
settling velocity of a dilute dispersion of spheres. The result for 
sedimentation in a tube was found to be 
(7. 24) 
where the value of K ( ~KIF is given by (7. 22b). Many experiments 
have been done to measure this hindered settling phenornenon, and 
some thorough summaries of these experiments are given in Happel 
and Brenner ( 1965) and Maude and Whitmore ( 1958 ). A representative 
selection of the experiments is given in Table 8-l. It can be seen 
from the last column of Table 8-1 that none of the experiments follow 
the theoretical prediction (7. 24 ), but the reason for this is simply that 
the range of validity of the prediction (7. 24) is not met by the experi-
ments. The relation between theory and experiment is described be-
low in more detail. 
The most serious limitation of the theory i.s that it is only a 
linear theory, and as such, it predicts a settling speed of L';ero for 
c = IG%, which is certainly not true. It is not expected that the 
theory would be valid for C > 5%. This restriction leaves only the 
experiments by McNown and Lin, and Cheng and Schachman, and the 
results for C.:. 5% in Whitmore's experiments, to compare with the 
theory. The experimental results for higher concentrations are indi-
cated in Figure 7 . It can be seen that the straight li1ws predicted 
by theory widely diverge fron1 cxperinlE~ntal results for C."> S% . 
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The experimental results for the mean settling velocity agree well 
with the theory 
l.t -= (1-c)f3 
'Uo ( 8. 1) 
derived by dimensional analysis by both Maude and Whitmore ( 1958) 
and Richardson and Zaki ( 1954). Using this experimental correlation, 
the size of the neglected C-Ol. term in the theory can be estimated by 
expanding (8. l) for small C with the result 
I - Sc. -+- 10 cz.- ... (H. 2) 
This implies the theory will make a relative error on the order of 
IOc4 
-Sc. 
in calculating the hindrance to the mean settling speed. 
The experiment by Cheng and Schachman (1955), while per-
formed at sufficiently small values of C. , was done in an ultra-
centrifuge, and the effect of rotation on the settling speed is not 
known. The results of their experiment are plotted in Figure 8. 
The remaining experiment, done by McNown and Lin ( 1952 ), 
Y;, is interesting because of the unique C dependence they found. 
The Reynolds number defined by 
was about . 75 in their experiment, and thus the theory we derived by 
assuming Stokes flow cannot predict this experimental result. Fig-
ure 8 shows the experimental points found by McNown and Lin, the 
straight line predicted by the theory (7. 24), and a curve interpolated 
through the data points. The interpolation is based on the plot of 
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'U. 
'Uo versus 
explanation for this 
given in the experimenters 1 paper. A possible 
V3 
C. dependence can be given on the basis of the 
results for general two sphere distributions described in Chapter VI. 
It is known experimentally [Happel and Brenner ( 1965) l that two par_ 
ticles settling at moderate Reynolds number (0. 2 to 1. 0) tend to sepa-
rate from each other as long as one particle is not directly in the 
other particle 1 s wake. If we suppose this complex two-particle inter-
action can be described by a hydrodynamic repulsion between parti-
cles, then it is likely that particles in a suspension will tend to sepa-
rate from each other when settling at these moderate Reynolds num-
bers. In particular, the results of Chapter VI then indicate there 
!13 
will be a C dependence in the settling speed when this repulsion 
Y3 is sufficiently strong. Thus, the C dependence is probably 
caused by the magnitude of the Reynolds number, but a theory includ-
ing inertia effects would be needed to verify this claim. 
We conclude that at the present time there are no experiments 
that confirm or deny the theory (7. 24) for the mean settling speed of 
a dilute suspension, and that other theories are needed to explain the 
experimental results given here. 
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Figure 7. Experimental results for moderate concentrations. 
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Figure 8. Experimental results for low concentration. 
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APPENDIX A 
A Comparison of the Random Free and Random Fixed Arrays 
This section summarizes the results of Brinkman (1947) and 
Lundgren ( 1971 ). Brinkman first posed the porous medium model to 
find the settling velocity of spheres, while Lundgren directly related 
the equations for flow through a porous media to the equations for 
flow past a free suspension. The method of approach these authors 
use is to average the properties of the medium surrounding each 
sphere rather than to compute the individual hydrodynamic interac-
tions as other authors do. 
Brinkman's idea was to find an equation for flow through a 
sus pension by combining the Stokes equation 
with Darcy's law 
= 
e:..-k Y. 
for the mean flow through a porous medium. Thus, he postulated the 
equations of motion to be: 
-Av k. -
0 
I 'iJ"l. 
+ ,P- y_ 
(A-1) 
where r' ' the viscosity of the dispersion, was related in some way 
to _;-<- , for instance by the Einstein viscosity relation 
_JA- 1 = )"' ( I + .2.5 e,). 
His result was a change in the settling speed equal to for C. 
small, which is the correct result for flow past the random fixed array. 
Saffman (1973) pointed out that Brinkman's postulated equations (A-1) 
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are to leading order equivalent to (4. 15) of this paper with a.= 0 . 
Lundgren was more rigorous in his derivation of the relevant 
equations of motion. He extended a statistical formulation used by 
S affman (1971) to aver age the properties of the medium surrounding 
each sphere. He found that the proper resistance term that should 
be added to the Stokes equations differed depending on whether the 
arrays were free or fixed. For the free array, his result is 
(A-2) 
where he finds the constants B and C. , and <~ > is the velocity 
of the composite material. Thus, the resistance tern1 added to 
Stokes law was not found to be proportional to < y_ '> a~ Hrinlunan had 
supposed. For flow past a fixed array, iundgr<~nDs r·<D~till 1s 
(A- 3) 
where now <s~ is the seepage velocity, and he finds the constants 
A and :S Comparing (A-2) and (A-3 ), it is seen that there is 
more resistance to the motion of the fluid for the fixed array, and so 
the C -dependence is larger in this case. 
The resulting equation he derived for the n1ean settling speed 
of a suspension is interesting in view of Faxen's law. lie found that 
V , the n1ean sphere velocity, and ( ':!_ 'F , the cornpos i tc Jnat<·t· i al 
velocity, were related by 
#>.J 
V- F - + 
effective viscosity of the sus pension, 
(A-4) 
where{~= 
F = excess weight of a sphere relative to the suspension. 
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Equation (A-4) is just Faxen's law (2. 16a) with the mean properties 
of the suspension replacing the properties of the fluid alone. His re-
sult for the mean settling velocity of suspensions is 
V=llo(t-pc.+ ... )) 
which is as near to experimental values (3 Z. 5 
(e. g. (3-= 6.55 derived in Chapter III). 
7 EP=~ 
as other methods 
The idea of replacing the fluid viscosity )A' with the sus pen-
sion viscosity f- was tested experimentally by Whitn1orc (l')S'->). lie 
compared the settling speeds of particles falling through pure fluid to 
those falling through a dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres. 
The result was the falling spheres were hindered more when settling 
through the suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres if the concentra-
tion of falling spheres was less than 10 per cent. This indicates that 
"" the suspension viscosity jk may be the correct parameter in the 
equations of motion. However, at greater concentrations there were 
streaming effects and the spheres settled more rapidly through the 
suspension than through the fluid alone. 
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APPENDIX B 
Evaluation of I ( I;~a + 1 ;rF) o(..-
t"D~;lKnKK 
In Chapter IV, the following equation for <Y1 (Qj0)>0 is de-
rived: 
<v,(Oj0)>
0
- - 4;;hd~sIfEI;~a + ,;:F)Jr. ( 4. 3 8) 
r~ ~<lK 
This section derives the leading terms in the expansion for small C.,.. 
of the right hand side of (4. 38). The method used involves dividing 
the region of integration into three parts, and finding separate expan-
sions for each region. 
First, we make the change of variables AI"= .X in the inte-
gral. This gives 
(B -1) 
where 
])1 a 2.[1- e-l<(l+x)],.,. x-a(\- ;x4- ... ) a.s >< .. a 
1 -x( ) F = -1 + e l+.x .... x-a. "J '3:-x2..( 1-! x + ... ) Q.S x-o(B-2 ) 
The coefficient of the integral in (B-1) is order 
-
v. Y:L ,c since 
s:~KK Thus, we may neglect the terms of order C. in the integral itself 
since these produce only order C effects in <. V 1 >0 It is con-
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venient to define the small parameter 
to simplify the notation. 
Now divide the interval of integration into three parts: 
00 
+ j<. J Jx . (B-3) 
T\1 Consider first the integral involving v 
!1, 
In the r cgion JL ~ X (}A- ~ 
the integrand may be written 
_, !J' 
x"a., ..L b' X ---~----------)( +~AEt--jx ...... ) 
I 
where :D has been expanded for X small using (B-2 ). Only the 
first term of (B-4) gives a contribution greater than C.!/2.. since the 
other terms are bounded by: 
and 
The first term gives a contribution of 
~ !I,_ !~~u 21)1.( 1-~Fgx =j< 'Ia._ oiFK[~~vi~cKlyF -~E}-<+oEA}z x~d~ x~~A ~ ~ +M~ (1\-S) 
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which will later be put in terms of c, This is the leading order 
contribution from the interval [)'-J)" Ya.] 
In the other two regions of integration, the denominator of the 
integrand may be expanded directly as 
(B-6) 
In the region u~ I , the terms with d\. are order JA" , so for 
Ku~ I we need only keep the term 
00 j ~aD o(x 
I 
(B- 7) 
In the region F"y~~ )C ~ E~aDF:~KK , the term involving :;:~ rnay be 
neglected since 
Then expanding the first two terms on the right hand side of (B-6) 
gives ). ) -iaDEf-~aDF:::: ~:~Ka 1 - (t--3-x -1- ... F~ (1-1x-Y ... 
F<K~ X "' 
[ )II. '/2.) I 1 Thus, in the region 
1 
tion 
~ + M~FK 
we need only keep tle~ contr ibu-
(B-H) 
Combining the results (B- 5 ), (B- 7 ), and (B -8) we see that the inte-
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gral of the n' term is given by 
In a similar manner, the integral involving F' can be expressed as 
The integrals in (B-9) and (B-10) arc easily evaluated. We have 
'" J ; ..(n/ + F')dx = 
KK-"~ 
and 
Ya. )4 j( X .J_ X ) - + cl.)( x..._c:O. ~ xKKK_~ 
)A- :t. 
Then using the relations 
r::::- !l:a.. p = 3"2 c. 
Ya. 
-p, 
e 
-p. 
e 
Va.. 
- ~ }'!l:z.- a(). h. y/'a.+ d~F -t o<A.lwt. yud-\) 
-~hI~~+~F+~h~+~F + 00-). 
c:l:X = ~ .a (!. !Ia.. + 0( c..) 
.... 
to express the above results i.n terrnt:l of lle~ volurnc l'UIH'<!ntra1:ion C. , 
we have 
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I I 
;;:a.F )' + DIX -
I+ ot" F' 
.x'S 
45 Yan X ~ + P~Rc ~eKKK+ O(e :~KFK 
Therefore, since the coefficient of the integral is given by 
4lT J. ,_ v. 3 r;:;' !I :a. 
--n- V = - -o~::lK c. 
'3 A I I 4 
the expansion of < v1(Q;O))C) is 
< v ( 0 ·D)> = V (-..!. c !Ia. - ~ c. .iftt.. e.. + 0( t!..)) . 
I -) " I ~ 64 
This is the result cited in Chapter IV. 
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APPENDIX C 
A Point Particle in the Presence of a Plane Wall 
A result for the velocity field due to a point particle in the 
presence of a plane wall was given by Lorentz ( 1907 ). It is presented 
here because the result is not easily found in the literature. 
Let the fluid velocity due to the particle in an unbounded fluid 
( "U(.O') V(O') (O')) be denoted by , > W , and let the wall be the plane y = 0. 
D t th . t• b ("'(I) (I) ,.,Ct)) h . h . h eno e e 1mage mo 1on y ..... 1 V , ""' , w ere, 1n t e 1mage, t e 
components of motion parallel to the wall remain the same, while the 
component perpendicular to the wall is reversed. Then, on y-= 0 
we have 
( t) ( 0) 
u = '\.(. (I) v = 
' 
w<•>= w<o> Jt was shown by 
( 
(0) (a.) c •) ('l) (0) (2.)) . Lorentz that the velocity field 1A. + 1(. > V -+ V > w +W vamsh es on 
y-= 0 , where 
1.(.{2.) 
vE~F == v<•) - av (I) 
-+ K:tKK~  :J.. y ;jy )-4 ~y ( c- l) 
\V 
(l.) 
-
wc•>- ~F ~y az + ~~F ,)A d%-
p E~F = p (I) ~ 4- Jv<•> +.J.yJ ~ Jy )' 
(I) 
1-Ierc, p . . ( ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)) is the pressure correspond1ng to the velo('Jty "'.l V W ) ) 
and pC:l) is similarly defined. The velocity field (ttca.)> v<:t>, te:~K>F 
satisfies the homogeneous Stokes flow equations in the fluid, and thus 
is the ''wall reflection'' of the velocity field ( 1AE M~ V co>, w (O)) Of 
course, if the flow were due to a finite particle, 
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the boundary conditions on the surface of the particle would not be 
satisfied by the reflected field , and equations 
(C-1) would then describe only an approximate solution to the problem. 
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APPENDIX D 
A Summary of the Multiple Fourier Transforms Used 
As few books have tables of multiple integrals, it was felt worth-
while to summarize the transforms used in this thesis. A sample cal-
culation is provided at the end of this section. The range of integra-
tion in each case is unbounded three-dimensional space. 
f I ik·r-~e--o<~ 
lT-a. t-· t-· ) 
-lTt. c;). d· .... = - (d .. - ..:.L.:.L 
c.. J t- 'J r-~ 
! I i.. k ..... 'I ~lf ~ - :>-. t' ---e--~<:::: e k~+:A"gK - t-
(D-O) 
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Using the above results, and the notation f. .. == cl·· - k.:.kj we also 
'"J lj k 'a. ' 
have 
s .. E~F 
ld -
As an example of the method of integration, consider the inte-
gral 
Making use of polar coordinates with the axis lf=O parallel to t'-
we have 
(D-l) 
Next, write the product in new Cartesian coordinates where 
one axis 1s parallel to !: The transformation is defined by 
(D-2) 
where { e· _c.. 
~ .. 
are the unit vectors in the unprin1cd coordina.t<•s, 
arc the unit vectors in the prirncd coordinat<~eI 
and the primed coordinates arc related to the polar coordinates by 
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k: = I< cos Cf 
k~ = k Sit1 tf t.OS e 
k I = k Sin If Sin e 3 
This transformation enables us to use the relation 
to divide the integral in (D-1) into several parts. Upon integration 
with respect to e ' it is seen that the integrals involving k'k' I 1 
k I k I 
2. ~ 
where 
I-1. 
, and k ' k' 3 I are zero, and that I 
Using the integral (D-0), it can be seen that 
1 I a1T1.. ( ->-'"') ~ ~+ '= r)."l- l-e 
is given by 
(D-3) 
(D-4) 
and so only the evaluation of I 1 is necessary. In order to find I, , 
we note that 
(D-5) 
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The last step is obvious from the general relation 
~"~- '' r'l. 1 dk ... -f'(h·)-= ,...1-f (kt-) = k-aKK~fEk~FK 
Using (D-5) we have 
4 Tr fOil () 1- ( s chi. h· ) __.;c4:;a.:.;:.k_ It -:::: - -;:-;. K,_ kt- kl.+ FKDD~-
0 
and when integrated by parts this gives 
(D -6) 
These two integrals can be found in standard tables, e. g. Gradshtcyn 
and Ryzhiz (1965 ). The result for I, is then 
and using (D-4) the result for Ia. is 
~1qlK ' J I - [-I + ..L :u~ t" 1. + e -" t- ( I + Ar) . a.. - r-lA-4- ::t 
The expression for 1 in (D-3) may then be simplified somewhat by 
noting that ( ~iK • J.,) is the normalized component of t in the direc-
. 
tion ' so that 
(e-·.i.,)(e-·1,) = rI:~ 
-L - -J - t-'1- • (D- 7) 
Also, by the orthogonality conditions for the transfonnation [Courant 
and Hilbert ( 1953 )] , we have 
c t":· r. 
- d··- ..:..s:..:..t. !j r-~ . (D-1-3) 
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Making use of these last two relations in (D-3), we find 
I = d"~ f~ + t-~1 (I,- f~F 
- - !l1T'1. J ·· [ I - KiFK~K-K-.. -e-). .. ( 1 + ).r)] 
r :a ). ._ '"J :1. 
which is exactly the result cited above. 
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